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“One ought only to write  
when one leaves a piece of one's own flesh in the inkpot, 

each time one dips one's pen.”   
 

-- Leo Tolstoy 
 
 
 
 
 



- THE QUALITY OF LIFE - 
 
 

 
“The Quality of Life is more important 

than Life itself” 
 

he most significant meaning of the word “quality”, according to the Waverly Dictionary based on Dr. 
Samuel Johnson's work, is that it refers to the nature or characteristic of anything, as well as that it 
signifies a degree of excellence. It is the latter meaning that is under scrutiny as it pertains to human 
existence. Dr. Johnson remarks that quality is better than quantity, but a large segment of mankind 
has opted for the latter, thereby losing many of the joys of living. The larger segment of this discourse 
will highlight a few of the major conditions, events and changes that took place during the 19th 

century in Europe and how it affected the lives of citizens. 
 It is unfortunate that the quality of life eludes many because of personal disaster, tragedy, sickness, poverty and 
war. It is equally unfortunate that too many do not attain to that level simply because they do not strive for it or are 
not given the opportunity to enjoy it. The pressure of taking care of the necessities of life is a plague that takes much 
of the pleasure away from many. For those who are able to look after the luxuries and let the necessities take care of 
themselves, have a good recipe for the pursuit of happiness. Economics and politics have been the major influences 
on individuals throughout history, but the changes that were needed for a higher standard of living came about slowly 
and with difficulty. The lifestyles and the opportunities offered differ in various ages throughout history and differ in 
various cultures. It is a sad comment that in the early years of the 21st century there are huge disparities between the 
very rich and the very poor and that homelessness should be part of current society. 
 There is a trite phrase that mentions "the good old days" which is an idealized vision of ages gone by and which is 
a romanticized nostalgia that sometimes clouds historical reality. But having said that, those who ignore history, may 
well make the mistakes that create unnecessary problems. Each age and each country can boast some contribution to 
the improvement of life for its citizens and historians can record the miseries of life in those good old days. It would 
take a good sized volume to give a complete picture of all the events that have brought mankind to the point where 
many can enjoy a certain quality of life. 
 Certainly the lowliest of beings were mired in poverty while royalty, nobility and those in authority were ever 
fearful of losing their power to rivals. There is evidence that the lifespan in the first 1800 years after the beginning of 
the Christian era was short for most citizens. Even in the early years of the 19th century lifespan was averaged at 30. 
There is one medieval anecdote that has come down through the ages that may well illustrate that certain minor 
adjustments meant a great deal to those whose menial existence had some bright moments. 
 Historians relate that St Bernard of Clairveau, who lived from 1091 to 1153, was approached by a priest from a 
small rural parish with a problem. He complained that his members were being plagued by an infestation of 
mosquitoes that made attendance at mass intolerable. St. Bernard, who had a reputation for miraculous deeds, 
thought for a moment, then assured the priest that on the coming Sunday the pesky mosquitoes would be gone. When 
the parish members assembled the following Sunday there were no insects to create discomfort for the congregation. 
The priest was thankful and inquired how St. Bernard had managed this miracle. Bernard replied that he had 
excommunicated the pesky insects. This wise churchman knew when the mosquito season would end in that district. 
It may well be that this small comfort added greatly to the quality of life for these peasant parishioners. 
 The political events and the countless wars are well documented, but not much has been written about the 
tradesman, the shopkeeper, the artist, the musician, the writer and persons who did not create wars or dethrone those 
in power. A few social histories give an insight into life of an average citizen. 
 It is evident that only in the last 200 years has the opportunity for bettering the lives of a large number of people 
been possible. Ingenuity and what contemporary society calls entrepreneurship have on many occasions created a 
better lifestyle but it is in the sphere of social action that improvement in living standards was achieved. 
 What devastated some idealistic form of proper lifestyle was disease and the lack of proper hygiene and the 
discoveries of the 19th century in the field of germ isolation, prevention and cure came hand in hand with the 
Industrial Revolution and dramatic changes in the way mankind lived. The beginnings of the Industrial Revolution 
did not improve living conditions in the first decades. There were publications on economics that espoused certain 
doctrines but not until the idea of social legislation did these impact beneficially for the average man. Socialism 
became the first reaction of the Industrial Revolution. In France, Germany and Britain the new labor laws did little to 
alleviate the misery of the workers. In the early 19th century an English mill worker could expect eight shillings for a 
15 hour day, six days a week. It would be 30 years before even the most elementary reforms would be suggested. For 
some the apologia from the more fortunate in life was the thought that “virtue breeds wealth” and “sin breeds 
poverty”. It was a convenient explanation from those who had no desire for reform. 
 The major disruption to an old order in the 18th century came about when the storming of the Bastille in Paris 
was responsible for the French Revolution and the horrors that followed. It only ended with the battle of Waterloo in 
June 1815 and the exile of a tyrant. It is interesting to note that an uprising similar to the horrifying French 
Revolution could not have taken place in another major empire, because good common sense prevailed. The Imperial 
House of Habsburg was ruled by benevolent autocrats who understood how to keep order in their lands. In Vienna, 
there was no storming of the Hofburg Palace, the fortress of the absolute. The Austrian Habsburgs were friendly, 
urbane, and simple, almost like the citizens they ruled. Herein lays the philosophy widespread throughout a hundred 
years of German history, that: “A happy people are a contented people”. 
 It is amazing that something as simple as a dance should influence the political scene and create the theory of a 



politico-cultural sphere that would influence a good portion of Europe for 100 years. There was some distinction of 
classes in Vienna but not blatant and arrogant as the case of the Bourbons. The terrible juxtaposition of jewel 
bedazzled nobles and a screaming hungry proletariat was to be found in the streets of Paris and Marseille. In Vienna, 
the ordinary citizen did not feel betrayed or robbed of human dignity as in Bourbon, France. When the dance became 
the rage of both the noble and the common, there was a strange twist that gave the simple citizen equality with the 
nobleman. 
 As early as the mid 1780’s it was not unusual for common folk to be invited to attend the grand balls organized at 
Schonbrünn Palace on the outskirts of Vienna. Here the citizens of the grand Imperial city could hobnob with the 
royal family and nobility on an equal footing. Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart expressed amazement that Kaiser Joseph 
should have included in his invitations to a grand ball at Schonbrünn 3000 Viennese citizens of both sexes which 
included hairdressers and housemaids and it has been recorded that these affairs were commonplace. Shopkeepers, 
carters, millers and other plebian personages were engaged in dancing in the company of nobility, not the standard 
18th century graceful minuet, but the daring new Waltz. Some 30 years later it was reported that the Congress of 
Vienna established after Waterloo, did not just meet, it danced. Later it was the Strauss family that dominated the life 
of leisure for 100 years, with a beauty of sound that overshadowed all other dance forms. Life in three/quarter time 
was unlike anything that had gone before. Northern and central Europe would whirl around the dance floor for 
another century. This was an exhilarating quality of life that humans had not experienced before and something that 
100 years later is not fully understood. It was an era that ended only when convoys of American troops streamed 
across the Atlantic to the battlefields of Europe. It was then, wrote author H.E. Jacobs that the German-Austrian 
dance died out. 
 Although government in England failed to make improvements through legislation until very late in the 19th 
century, there were individuals who owned manufacturing plants who were greatly concerned with the state of their 
employees. Some wool manufacturers went beyond the 1819 Factory Act requirements. Some employers cut the hours 
of labor and often were known to give a little extra in the pay envelope. Some were known to employ a doctor at their 
own expense and one manufacturer told the House of Lords that he would not employ children under age 10. 
 In the mid 1880’s England, Queen Victoria made some enquiries about the poor, needing to know from Prime 
Minister Gladstone that the misery of the poor classes did not turn them against the upper classes. In the second half 
of the reign of Victoria, there was emancipation of women and women's colleges were founded and late in the century, 
children received free education in the public schools. It was an age that saw progress in the fight against disease and 
also one of scientific inventions. But the great problem that existed late into the century was the slum dwelling and its 
unhealthy conditions. One clergyman of St. Jude's in London complained in 1871 that more than 6,000 persons were 
crowded into 675 shacks. In the 1890’s there was a movement afoot that arranged for slum dwelling children to have a 
holiday in the country. In the two decades before the 20th century, England was fortunate to have concerned socialist 
agitators. In 1890 General William Booth published a book called, “In Darkest England and the Way Out” whose 
pictures of urban misery shocked the conscience of the whole religious establishment. He had a scheme to re-educate 
the victims by rural training and then emigrate them to a better life in the colonies. A major single measure came to 
pass when the Workman's Compensation Bill became law in 1897. After Charles Booth read his paper on the “Law of 
Insurance against Old Age and Infirmity “in the same decade, it came to pass eight years later. Health acts and 
housing acts eventually improved living conditions. 
 The other major improvement in the lot of ordinary citizens in Europe came after the quiet revolutions of 1849 
when socialist ideas were infiltrating the thoughts of prominent citizens and politicians. Much of it was largely 
accomplished without violence, rebellion or the letting of blood. The few major conflicts during the 19th century were 
largely political and struggle for power. What improved the lives of many in most European countries, particularly 
those in the German and Scandinavian lands, were liberal movements that replaced absolute rule with constitutional 
monarchies and opened the door to economic reforms. Agricultural cooperatives and new exciting forms of education 
changed the lives of hundreds of thousands in Denmark including the small landholders. It was not altogether 
politicians that brought about changes, but intellectuals who changed the way national and local government 
operated. In Denmark the changes took place in the middle of the 19th century when poor peasants became small 
prosperous landholders. Dairy farming and cooperatives that changed their lifestyle forever. 
 The leaders in social reform were hard at work in the German lands. It must be remembered that, in the 75 years 
after the 1849 revolutions in Europe, the most feared disciplines were those inaugurated by Socialists, who frightened 
those in the top echelon of power. Common sense prevailed when Kaiser Wilhelm II and Prince Bismarck discussed 
the possibility of radical social reform. It was not altogether a defensive move, as some propagandists would have the 
world believe. Whatever the faults within the sovereign powers, there was also a genuine desire to improve the lot of 
ordinary citizens. When Prince Bismarck, the haughtiest of the Prussian Junkers, faltered in his desires for reform, 
the Kaiser became responsible for their implementation. It might have been a philosophy of “a happy nation is a 
contented nation”, but in Germany it was augmented by the thought that was prevalent that “a happy nation was a 
mighty nation”. 
 There was also a genuine effort to improve the living standards for the average citizen, but there was also the 
genuine fear of Marxism and the writings of Marx and Hegel impacted heavily on those in power. This was the age of 
a ruling class of nobles in several European countries, including Britain and Germany. The social reforms that took 
place in the last 25 years of the 19th century were for different reasons. The efforts of both the German court and 
political personages brought about reform although there were conflicts about the way it should be inaugurated. 
Several things made it all possible and the 19th century saw both industrial revolution and colonial expansion as a 
need for reforms. 
 To a certain extent agricultural reforms and the growth of science and technology had its impact. Unionism and 
cooperatives were becoming part of the social structure, so autocrats realized that extreme leftwing socialism could 



only be thwarted by introducing reforms to help the workers. Marxist aims were left in limbo when socialists became 
part of the parliamentary system and social welfare became the direction governments would take. Revolutionary 
Marxists could thrive in the mire of discontent and a thriving economy didn't help their cause. It was the mistake of 
the rulers in Russia that led to discontent and an easy path to Bolshevism and the subsequent Communist ideology 
that engulfed much of Eastern Europe. 
 It was in Germany and Austria that many reforms took place first and other powers felt it was necessary to copy 
the ideas. While the average citizen slaving in most of Europe, including the British Isles, were permitted to live in 
slummy, filthy buildings and get paid pittances for 60 to 70 hours work a week, the Germans were enterprising 
enough to make plans to offer its citizens housing that was livable, neat, clean and with all the conveniences for 
comfortable living. It was particularly noticeable that hygiene was a high priority. In town planning, the Germans 
were pioneers and without peer, according to one British author. Everything was adjusted to the requirements of 
convenience. It was done with the same efficiency as the designers of the chemical and electrical plants. Education 
took a high priority too and most could write and read. The schools and universities were second to none. Nowhere in 
Europe were literature, music and culture more highly regarded. 
 Much of the misery in Britain during the first six decades of the 19th century has been well documented by 
several authors, including of course, Dickens, who revealed the misery of child labor, debtor's prisons and poverty. In 
1854, Dickens was moved to write: “They will never save their children from the dreadful and unnatural mortality 
now prevalent or save themselves from untimely sickness and death until they have pure water, wholesome air, 
efficient drainage and alterations in the building acts.” 
 In Britain it has been documented that after 1860, that a quarter of the men and a third of the females were 
illiterate. Lessening the hours that children worked in mines would cut down the profits and many of these children 
were harnessed like dogs when hauling material and often whipped to make them work harder; this has been 
documented by British historians. The fact that many died was of no great concern to factory owners and rich mining 
executives, since there were lots more to take their places. Riots by the oppressed were easily put down by use of 
soldiers. Those in the middle classes, with trades and professions as well as the squires of rural living, had yet to 
realize that reform was necessary. In the decades of the 19th century this would change quickly when the reforms in 
Northern and Mittel Europa were quickly copied and the ages of Gladstone's Liberals and Disraeli's Conservatives 
implemented changes that led to comfortable living during the later Victorian period and Edwardian times. 
Scandinavia, Austria and the Low Countries, as well as Switzerland, eventually implemented reforms. Major changes 
included the abolition of slavery which was wisely done by the British, Scandinavians and other European lands, long 
before it became an issue in the United States in the last half of the 19th century. In the British Isles and on the 
continent the social legislation would improve living conditions but the singular most important act that would add to 
the quality of life would be shortening of working hours allowing more time for leisure and recreation. The “leisure 
ethic” is still more vital to the average European whereas the average American understands the “work ethic” better. 
 The condition in the major cities in Britain came to national attention during the War in South Africa. In the city 
of Manchester, 12,000 men offered their services as recruits, but only 1,200 were physically fit for service even though 
the army set the lowest standard for acceptance since Waterloo. In other cities it was more devastating and it was time 
for action. So this evil was approached from many angles of study, including wages, housing, sanitation, medical 
service, insurance and education. It immediately set in motion a number of acts, such as Insurance, Housing and 
Town Planning and immediate progress in improvement in public health and sanitation. All these things are the first 
steps in improving the quality of life for all citizens. Health Insurance and Age Pensions were among the reforms of 
liberal minds and a liberal government. The ideas formulated in another country were quickly copied and the 
Education act did much to push all these things along and lead to a higher standard of life. It is interesting to note 
that another aspect of English life paralleled these improvements and those who could afford it were to flocking to the 
country and thereby developed a passionate interest in gardening as well as bicycling, outdoor sports and there were 
suddenly a large number of walking and climbing clubs. Then there was enthusiasm for spectator sports such as 
football and cricket as well as a widening interest in music. One sporting event could draw 100,000 people and a 
performance of a Dvorak choral work drew more than 10,000. A major diversion for English citizens, rich and poor, 
was the excellence of the county fairs that had continuity from medieval times to the modern age. 
 It was Germany that led the way in industrial expansion coupled with systematic social legislation. For Kaiser 
Wilhelm II, it was the best way to keep the working class happy and middle classes content. It was Bismarck who 
introduced the idea of Sickness Insurance Law in 1883 and a year later a measure known as the Accident Insurance 
Law was promulgated to be paid entirely by the employers. In 1889, Germany read into law the Old Age and Invalidity 
Bill which received contributions from both employer and worker. It eventually was codified to include agricultural 
workers and domestic servants. Austria adopted the accident and sickness insurance as early as 1888-89.The sickness 
and accident insurance, which was introduced into German life, was one of the major social legislations of the 19th 
century. The German Insurance Acts were landmark ideas and in the last quarter of the 19th century something of a 
revolutionary idea. Whatever one may feel about the political situation in the last 40 years of the 19th century in 
Germany, it must be admitted that much that was wrong could be laid at the feet of Prince Otto von Bismarck. He was 
the villain in many events of German history and not the three last Kaisers. When a young revolutionary student took 
a shot at Bismarck and missed, a Berlin university professor would remark loudly on the poor quality of the German 
revolver.  
 The many social welfare ideas that originated in Germany and Austria, were eventually accepted in Britain and 
many continental lands. But it came about 20 years later and in France and the United States such safeguards for 
working people didn't appear until the 1930’s. 
 It was in 1891 that factory inspections in Germany were becoming more efficient and industrial courts were set 
up to regulate wage disputes. But most significantly, weekday employment of women and children was closely 



monitored and restricted. Sundays were declared a day of rest and this was obligatory. The Kaiser's strong dislike of 
child labour was an embarrassment for executives in other lands who employed child labour in the coal mines and 
factories. One of the German laws passed forbade the employment of children under the age of 12. It became even 
more stringent when education was seen as a necessity. Kaiser Wilhelm showed much sympathy for the German 
worker and was often thought of as the “Labour Kaiser”. It was also the period of universal suffrage which meant one 
person, one vote. It was another side to an otherwise arrogant ruler whose major mistakes were in foreign policy. 
 Hand in hand with all this social legislation was the great strides made in sanitation and disease control. A 
hundred years earlier disease control and sanitation was not understood by a vast majority. It was also an asset that 
happy workers were efficient, diligent and very productive. There were also new ideas in agricultural research which 
greatly improved the lifestyles of the ordinary farmer who, after a series of droughts and other disasters, could make a 
good living. The biggest threat came from the vast farmlands of the New World. It was during the 19th century that 
some European countries gradually changed from an agrarian country to one that became highly industrialized. In 
Denmark, both industry and agriculture contributed to the economy. The safeguards for the unemployed, the 
invalided, the sick, and the elderly has assured that every single member in this small land of 5,000,000 people has a 
standard of living it deserves. The major impact on small nations in Europe that threatens its welfare system is the 
influx of unwanted immigrants from other continents. The monies in Scandinavian countries are more equally 
distributed with no dire poverty and no excessive wealth. Quality of life was of vital importance. 
 One of the treasures of European history that has been appreciated by rich and poor is its culture and it has 
always had the respect of all classes. Reading was a pastime that was widespread and the idea of book clubs and the 
paperback originated in Germany. Literature was a leading contributor to the improvement in lifestyle. The matter of 
culture is evident by the great number of periodicals and books that were always available. It is significant that every 
small town and large city in the German lands had its own opera house. 
 Germany was not the only land that improved the lot of its people, for there were also great strides in Denmark 
where the remarkable expansion in the area of public schooling that included adult education. Here the leader was 
NFS Gruntvig and the battle against illiteracy was in the forefront. In the field of cooperatives, Denmark led the way 
and the Italian Huguenot Enrico Dalgas did much for the country when he cleared the heaths of Jutland to make way 
for expanded farmlands and forests. By 1891 there were at 1,000 cooperatives in Denmark which marketed eggs, 
butter, bacon and fruits. Better living standards became the aim. In Germany and Austria the municipal councils were 
authorized and sometimes ordered, to make improvements in public housing.  
 In the years following the Second World War, many countries in northern and central Europe that were not 
controlled by communist dictators, set in motion other social ideas that greatly improved the living standards. In 
Finland parliament passed legislation that increased vacation time that meant after only a few years employment 
workers could get as much as six weeks vacation. Scandinavian countries distributed wealth more evenly and the 
welfare State offered safety valves that assured excellent free health care, high educational standards and an economic 
package that literally wiped out poverty. It has been a standing bit of humour that if anyone in Denmark asked: "What 
is your major complaint”, replies that the major complaint is: "We've nothing to complain about." One of the 
workable curiosities in the Danish economic philosophy is that increase in salaries has been based on the cost of 
vacations. Most employers are concerned with the welfare of their employees as in the case of one company that gave 
its retirees a lump sum which must be spent on the enjoyment of life before that employee could receive his pension. 
 The Canadian scene was long dominated by certain aspects of the colonial ethic and the major improvements by 
political will were first made in 1933 when cooperatives to fight droughts in the prairies turned into political entities. 
There was a strong move towards some form of medical aid and assistance to the aged and the unemployed. All of 
these ideas were formed in the western provinces. The national pension plan became law in the 1960’s and continuing 
social legislation did much to improve the quality of life for Canadians.  The gulf between the very rich and the very 
poor remains a major stumbling block to the pursuit of happiness for all citizens. Unions have had a real impact on 
the working conditions in North America where, in some workplaces, it was not uncommon for workers to put in 60 
or more hours for 40 hours pay, even as late as the mid-1970’s. 
 The idea of much vacation time that offers more work opportunities for a larger number of people so that there is 
a minimum of unemployment benefits paid, has been a standard in many European countries. The chronic 
homelessness that sees thousands of people living on the street is practically non-existent in some European countries 
and the unemployed need not fear for their livelihood. The love of a good time and importance of leisure and a great 
deal of traveling during vacation periods are priorities with families. Money is the means, not the end. 
 The influences in the form of pop culture have not given the world anything with which it could point to with 
pride. Individuals have tremendous opportunities for a high standard of living if they can get their priorities straight. 
Most people have a greater opportunity to appreciate the meaning of quality of life today than at anytime in the past 
200 years. The downside is the large number of homeless persons and a contemporary passion for junk food, junk TV, 
junk music and junk movies. Commercial advertising is a powerful weapon that is fashioning the lifestyle of too many 
people. The quality of life is assaulted by an onslaught of bad taste and shallow sentiments that goes hand in hand 
with the pop culture and shopping mall syndrome. What has made life comfortable for a large segment of the North 
American population is the opportunity for the well-educated, the chance for advancement and high salaries in many 
professions. Quality of life has been enhanced in most countries by music, literature, art, leisure, travel and an 
opportunity to enjoy the whole world of aesthetics. 

 

 



- Almost Forgotten Ballads Have an Interesting History - 
 

 

  
usical history combines so many different styles of the art with symphony, opera, operettas art song, 
chamber music and solo piano pieces among the prominent works that attract the attention of music 
lovers. The art songs of several countries are offered by recitalists and the vast quantity of German 
lieder has become staple material for singers.  Changing tastes though, on both the classical recital 
circuit and the pop music scene, have relegated many of the once favorite ballads to relative obscurity. 

From time to time singers will delve into the ballad repertoire but a number of them are seldom heard nowadays. 
Some of these songs were concert numbers sung by famous singers throughout the past 150 years others were tunes 
that even made the hit parade. Many have interesting stories behind their creation or are associated with interesting 
events or notable films. 
 Still popular and widely heard are the Italian songs that have been belted out by great tenors from Caruso and 
Gigli to Domingo, Carreras and Pavarotti. The three tenors have been heard on television in solos, duets and trios 
with a fairly extensive repertoire. Of course the popular Irish ballads are still sung on St. Patrick's Day. They have 
been kept before the public by Irish tenors from the great John McCormack in past decades and to this day by such 
fine singers as the late Frank Patterson and most recently by The Three Irish Tenors heard on PBS. 
 But somewhere in recent decades the interest in American and British ballads that were written in the last half of 
the nineteenth century and the first 50 years of the 20th century have faded from the scene. There are still recordings 
available of many of these ballades but their exposure is not widespread. 
 It is rather surprising that American composer, Louis Campbell-Tipton's name is seldom found on recitalists' 
programs. His composition, “The Spirit Flower”, has more than once been called “striking” by musicologists. Yet the 
only prominent exposure this remarkable song received was when Swedish tenor, Jussi Bjorling recorded it many 
decades ago. Campbell-Tipton was born in Chicago in 1877, lived in Paris for a number of years (where he died) and 
composed a number of piano selections, popular on the continent. 
 Once in a while someone discovers Caruso's own ballad “Dreams of Long Ago”, which he recorded himself years 
before the advent of electrical recording. This disc demonstrates his rather unique pronunciation of certain English 
words, but more importantly the beauty of the music he wrote for them is very much in evidence. Caruso was not only 
a famous singer, but also a composer and a cartoonist. 
 A few years ago, baritone Benjamin Luxon brought out a fine collection of Victorian Ballads that included the 
marvelous “Asleep in the Deep” by American composer, Henry Petrie (1857-1925) which offers the singer an 
opportunity to show the depth of his voice. But Luxon also offered a stunning version of “Wreck of the Hesperus”, a 
Longfellow poem set to music by John Hatton, who is perhaps better known for his hymn, "I Know That My 
Redeemer Lives”, with the tune name “Duke Street”. There is also a fine rendition by Luxon of “Break News to 
Mother”, a song composed in 1897 just before the Spanish American War by Charles K. Harris. 
 Another outstanding American composition came from the pen of Paul Dresser, born in Terre Haute, Indiana 
and considered a master of the sentimental ballad in the 1890’s. He was born in 1857 and died in 1916. He composed 
“On the Banks of the Wabash” and “My Gal Sal” and both songs were prominent in a romanticized film on his career, 
called "My Gal Sal” which came out of Hollywood in 1942 featuring Rita Heyworth and Victor Mature. Dresser was 
the brother of Theodore Dresser, noted author of “An American Tragedy”. Dreiser once said he gave his brother Paul 
the idea for the song about the Wabash River which flows near Terre Haute. 
 An American ballad that has its roots in Great Britain and sometimes made the concert hall but now seems to 
find little interest is “Little Mohee”. It is a song about an Indian maid and is probably best remembered in renditions 
by Burl Ives but was once sung on the stage of the Saint John High School by baritone Lansing Hatfield at a 
Community Concert. His promising career was cut short less than a decade later through a battle with the bottle and 
an early death. He told the audience it was a North Carolina ballad. It certainly was a fine number for any old-time 
troubadour and as an encore number at recitals. 
 Many ballads have stories relating to their creation, but many of these tales have been forgotten. Not so in the 
case of “When you and I were Young, Maggie” by Butterfield with words by a 19th century Ontario school teacher 
named George W Johnson. The ballad and its creation was the subject of a CBC radio program back in the 1930’s. 
Johnson collected some fine poetry in a volume that composer James Austin Butterfield discovered and immortalized 
Maggie Clark, whom Johnson married. They later moved to Cleveland where Johnson taught school. The tragedy that 
is seldom mentioned is that Maggie died less than a year after they were married. Among nostalgic songs, "When you 
and I were Young, Maggie” would top the list. 
 Decades ago, Kenny Baker, backed by an orchestra directed by David Broekman, gave a stunning rendition of 
“Bells of St. Mary's”, probably the finest put to disc. At one time Broekman often directed his orchestra in 
arrangements by Saint John native Harold Friars who later gained international fame as music arranger for the show, 
“Stop the Music” as well as arranging for well-known radio and recording artists. Baker was part of the Jack Benny 
show on radio back in the 1930’s and later joined the D'Oyly Carte Company in a filmed version of Gilbert and 
Sullivan's, “Mikado”. It was the popularity of Baker in those years that prompted the movie maker to cast Baker 
instead of the regular D'Oyly Carte tenor. 
 One honored American black composer wrote the lovely “Carry Me Back to Old Virginia” which became the 
official state song of Virginia in 1940. In a memorable scene from the Hollywood film, "Maytime," it was sung by 
Jeannette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy, portraying American expatriates in Paris. The song was written in 1878 and 
was also a favorite concert number of Metropolitan Opera star, Grace Moore. Moore, who died in a plane crash at 



Copenhagen airport on Jan 26, 1947, chose it for a concert in the early 1940’s with orchestra directed by Hungarian 
Fritz Reiner. During a dress rehearsal with invited members from a local nunnery present, she sang the Bland 
number. During the singing of the song Reiner stopped the orchestra and made a suggestion to Grace Moore, who 
scathingly yelled at Reiner: "Who the hell do think you are to tell me how to sing, ‘Carry Me Back to Old Virginy’ ?' 
There were no further interruptions from the podium. 
 It was also an Afro-American who gave the world the charming, “Listen to the Mocking Bird." It was written by 
an impoverished black barber of Philadelphia, Richard Milburn, back in the middle of the 19th century and later 
popularized when it was arranged by Septimus Winner who is often wrongfully credited with the piece. One music 
critic said the selection reminded him of the laughter of a little girl at play. 
 Among the finest ballads in the English language were a couple created by two female composers. Both songs 
were part of longer cycles. Amy Woodford-Finden wrote the excellent "Indian Love Lyrics.” This almost forgotten 
composer was born in Valparaiso, Chile, daughter of the British consul there. She later married an officer in the 
Indian Army. The love lyrics were on verses by poet, Laurence Hope. Certainly the most prominent of the songs is the 
“Kashmiri Love Song” rendered by many famous tenors and baritones in the past hundred years or more, including 
Keimy Baker. Woodford Finden died in 1919. 
 Perhaps even more stunning than these wonderful love lyrics is the cycle, “In A Persian Garden”, with verses 
from the Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam set to music by Liza Lehman, (1862-1918), a London-born concert soprano. 
Most prominent of the songs is "Ah, Moon of My Delight.” It was recorded decades ago by English tenor, Webster 
Booth. Exceptional is the best word to describe a composition by Moya, pseudonym for Harold Vicars, the London-
born composer and producer who wrote “Song of Songs.” It was composed in 1914 and is a truly outstanding selection 
for any tenor. The French title is “Chanson du Coeur Brise.” Vicars was associated with the English Moody Manners 
Opera Company and later produced musicals in the United States. 
 But perhaps the finest song ever written by an English composer appears in Sir Edward German's operetta, 
“Merrie England”, set in Elizabethan times; it is a musical filled with magnificent numbers. The tenor aria, "English 
Rose" really doesn't belong in any story of noted ballads, but rather in a story of musicals. But it doesn't deserve the 
neglect it has suffered and would be an ideal number for any singer to render on St. George's Day. 
 Stephen Foster is still revered but perhaps his finest ballad is a candidate for neglected pieces. As his powers as a 
composer waned he still showed amazing artistry in his "Beautiful Dreamer” which was published posthumously and 
is among the best of American ballads. It was written during his last stay in hospital shortly before he died in New 
York City in 1864. 
 Henry Clay Work is not a song writer whose name is a household word any longer, but his song “Lily Dale” was 
quite popular and many of his songs were well known during the Civil War years. Work was an ardent abolitionist as 
well as a supporter of temperance. What is little known is that the once popular “Grandfather's Clock” was his 
composition. In the 1970’s, this writer heard a marvelous Danish dance arrangement in a posh dinner and dance 
restaurant that gave the tune a whole new life as a novelty dance number. 
 Another successful composition was one called "The Ship That Never Returned”, which in the 1920’s and 1930’s 
became better known as the musical dressing for “The Wreck of the Old '97’”, a railway ballad that was often rendered 
by Gene Austin and was even popular as a country tune. At one time "Home on the Range” was prominent, but 
seldom rendered nowadays. It was composed in 1873 by Rdan Kelly and made popular by David Guion and became 
the state song of Kansas. It was a favorite of Franklin Delano Roosevelt. His successor, Harry Truman, was of course 
associated with the “Missouri Waltz.” 
 Another interesting composition, now long forgotten, is "The Cuban Love Song” sung by Lawrence Tibbett in a 
movie of the same name which came out in 1931. It also starred Lupe Velez, the spirited and fiery Mexican actress. 
The song was written by Jimmy McHugh whose many compositions were popular hit parade material for many years. 
Leigh Harline, who wrote the film score for “Pride of the Yankees”, also created the score for “Pinocchio” and his song 
“When You Wish upon a Star” won an Academy Award in 1940. “Over The Rainbow” it's probably the finest song 
created for motion pictures. 
 Noted songs utilized with other compositions have kept alive some fine compositions. Henry Bishop's musical 
setting of John Howard Payne's poem “Home Sweet Home” was actually an aria in Bishop's English opera, “Clan.” 
And Thomas Moore's, “The Last Rose of Summer”, became very effective in Friedrich von Flotow's opera, “Martha.” 
 Italian composer Ennio Morricone has written a large number of fine film scores, but perhaps the most stunning 
is his score for the film about Jewish gangsters in the United States called, “Once Upon a Time in America.” 
Prominently featured with ingenuity and effectiveness is a wonderful ballad written decades ago and known to music 
lovers as “Amapola”, written by Joseph. M. La Calle. Amapola was certainly a great favorite decades ago. 
 John McCormack has left a legacy of about 580 recordings but apparently, according to RCA Victor, his most 
popular disc was that of Charles Marshall's, “I Hear You Calling Me” despite his many wonderful recordings of the 
finest of Irish ballads and excellent recording of operatic arias. It has been generally conceded that his interpretation 
of Dalla Sua Pace from "Don Giovanni” is a standard for other tenors to follow. He gave the same attention to all 
those Irish songs and concert pieces that he revealed in his magical renditions of Mozart. 
 Both John Charles Thomas and Peter Dawson kept alive the exquisite Haydn Wood ballad, “Roses of Picardy”. 
Wood was a Yorkshire man who appeared as a child prodigy and later wrote a number of orchestral and chamber 
music works, as well as about 200 songs. Richard Crook's rendition of “Beautiful Isle of Somewhere” was one of the 
most popular ballads played on radio request shows during the 1930’s. Perhaps the only other selection to gain an 
enormous number of requests was “Bluebird of Happiness”. In the 1930’s local radio shows, which offered birthday 
greetings and a favorite composition to the celebrant, were inundated with request for “Bluebird of Happiness”, 
which was best rendered by Jan Peerce, who introduced it on radio. It was by Hungarian-born composer, Sandor 
Harmati, who died in New York in 1944. Harmati wrote a few violin/piano pieces as well as a choral work. Both Jan 



Peerce and Nelson Eddy featured a truly remarkable song called simply “A Dream” by Bartlett which seems to have 
almost disappeared from public consciousness. This attractive ballad was written by John Carroll Bartlett, a native of 
Harmony, Maine. He later toured with violinist Camilla Urso but his reputation rests solely on this exquisite little 
concert song. 
 The late Paul Robeson kept one of those stunning compositions of Sir Charles H. H. Parry alive in concert and on 
disc when he rendered "Jerusalem”, one of Parry's most inspired creations. Robeson also offered four ballads in the 
1935 film, “Sanders of the River”, based on a story by Edgar Wallace set in Africa which has been sadly neglected. The 
music is credited to a composer named Spoliansky. 
 Some American and British opera stars have been successful with musical comedy, operetta and popular songs, 
but for the most part they have not matched the European opera stars like McCormack, Tauber, Wunderlich, Pinza 
and others when it comes to lighter fare. Richard Crooks, Jan Peerce and a few other Metropolitan stars were quite 
successful in rendering light ballads. One of the most successful though was Gladys Swarthout, whose mezzo soprano 
voice lent itself to fine renderings, particularly of Arthur Schwartz's, “Dancing in the Dark”  and Vincent Youmans, 
"Through The Years." 
 Prior to the First World War, two Yale students created “The Long, Long Trail” and one of them, Stoddard King, 
won a literary prize for the verses. The music was composed by Zo Elliot. When the composer went to Oxford in 
England it became very popular with students over there and eventually it was published in Britain and it was sung by 
British troops during the First World War. There are also reports that it was a favorite with the Kaiser's troops during 
the First World War 
 The Second World War brought out a vast number of popular ballads. In Britain it was “The White Cliffs of 
Dover” and in Germany it was “Lili Marlene”, which Allied soldiers first heard when serving in Africa. Composer 
Norberr Schultz, who also wrote operas and other serious works, contributed the music to this ballad. Interestingly 
enough, the words go back to 1915 during the First World War when it was written by Hans Leip, a German soldier 
with poetic bent. Apparently he had two girl friends, Lili and Marlene. 
 But perhaps the one outstanding composition from the war years that is completely forgotten because it was 
strictly a wartime story is from the film, “Shipyard Sally”. Gracie Fields, the coloratura soprano, was unique in that 
she was not noted for her singing of the great coloratura roles such as the “Daughter of the Regiment” but pop songs. 
In "Shipyard Sally” she warbled in grand style a selection called "Wish Me Luck". Fields played the role of one of the 
many women who worked in the shipyards while the men were at war and her recording of the song was hit parade 
material. She also sang a number of novelty pieces but among pop tunes, “Wish Me Luck” was unique in that she 
displayed her high coloratura notes in real Lili Pons fashion. In her retirement years, Gracie Fields lived on the Isle of 
Capri. 
 From the days of Britain's Empire building comes poet Rudyard Kipling's, “Road to Mandalay”, set to music by 
Ohio-born Oley Speaks, who also gave the world the charming “Sylvia”. 
 Radio programs were sometimes responsible for bringing songs to the public attention. One such number is 
Ernesto Lecuona's, “Siboney” which was featured by Jessica Dragonette in her popular radio show many decades ago. 
This lovely song was written in 1929. 
 With St. Patrick's Day celebrations in many cities around the world, it is certain that Irish ballads are not among 
the neglected, but there are a few that could stand more exposure. The late Frank Patterson was responsible for 
keeping many of them alive, but for the ultimate is the truly inspired interpretation of “A Soldier's Dream” in an 
arrangement by Ludwig van Beethoven. Among the many vocal compositions of the German composer, is a large 
collection of Irish, Scottish and Welsh songs which he arranged for George Thomson of Edinburgh who offered 
Beethoven a sizable sum. It has been said that the composer only did it for the money, but the marvelous 
arrangements show that the composer gave each piece careful attention. “A Soldier's Dream” was one of the 
collections which incidentally also included a lovely arrangement of “Auld Lang Syne”. 
 
 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

“There's nothing to writing.   
All you do is sit down at a typewriter and open a vein.”   

 
- Walter Wellesley "Red" Smith 

 
 



 - Adventures Above the Clouds -  

 

 
 
 

"When once you have tasted flight, 
you will forever walk the earth  

with your eyes turned skyward, 
for there you have been, 

and there you will always long to return." 
 

Amelia Earhart    Charles Lindbergh 
 
 

he risks were great but a whole roster of adventurous men and women made aviation history and 
thrilled millions of people around the world during two decades. From the end of the First World 
War until the commencement of the Second World War, the thrill of conquest was for many high 
above the clouds. The names of countless men and women who took to the air are largely forgotten 
with the exception of a few which the contemporary media, in its narrow concept, has kept alive. For 
young people living during the late 1920’s and the depression years of the 1930’s, there were many 
heroes and heroines, but a number of them were on the silver screen of Hollywood movies. Ken 

Maynard, Buck Jones, Bob Steel, Tim McCoy and Hoot Gibson were household names. In the sports world, it was 
Babe Ruth, Lou Gehrig, Jimmy Foxxe and Dizzy Dean who dominated baseball while Charlie Conacher, Milt Schmidt, 
Toe Blake, Howie Morenz and Nels were greatly admired by hockey fans. Young people with a sense of adventure and 
some imagination were thrilled by the exploits of explorers, racing car drivers, speedboat racers and perhaps most of 
all, the early flyers who were undaunted in their intentions to fly the Atlantic, or make similar conquests elsewhere. 
Ever since Lindbergh flew from North America to Paris in 1927 this became something of a new frontier and the 
young and old alike were caught up in the excitement of history in the making. In the next six years the leading 
aviators and aviatrixes became the new heroes and heroines. The early pioneers had been the Wright Brothers, Louis 
Bleriot flying the Channel, Alcott land Brown conquering the Atlantic and Floyd Bennett and Richard Byrd flying over 
the Pole as well as JAD McCurdy lifting off the ground at Baddeck in Cape Breton. 
 There may have been some people with a vision of the future of flying. But unfortunately the early use of 
airplanes was during the period of 1914-1918 and there was no vision here other than to destroy. Romanticized 
versions of flying aces really came later with literary and film projects making heroes of young lads needlessly dying. 
Manufacturers of flying machines were not thinking of passengers, cargo or mail, but how to build a machine gun that 
would precisely send bullets between the blades of a propeller.   
 No-one can truthfully say that the early flyers had considered commercial possibilities, when attempts were made 
to fly great distances. In the late twenties and early the thirties what excited people were the daredevil exploits of 
flying circuses. Politicians and those in commercial ventures were realizing the benefits of airmail service and they 
had some thoughts of commercial possibilities. Some of the early flyers may have considered both achievement and 
adventure, but there were conquests to be made.      
  Certainly the most famous of all flights had taken place in 1927 when Col. Charles Lindbergh made his historic 
flight from New York to Paris in the Spirit of St. Louis. Perhaps the last memorable flight was when Douglas Corrigan 
announced his intended flight to Los Angeles but landed in Dublin, Ireland in 1938. He had not been given the 
authority to fly out from New York’s Floyd Bennett Field to Europe since his plane was deemed unfit for such a 
venture. He even was able to show astonishment when he was told at Dublin that he had not landed in Los Angeles. 
The stunt made him famous for a couple of years, but he too, like many adventurers, faded into oblivion. But the feat 
of “Wrong Way” Corrigan captured the imagination of the public at the time.  
 There had been some enthusiasm for those great Queens of the Air in the 1920’s and 1930’s. These were the 
airships, and the zeppelins, which offered leisurely as well exciting excursions, but after several major disasters, these 
giants were soon discredited and they were very expensive to build. The British R-101 crashed in France after a round 
the world trip that was within a few hundred kilometers of its final destination. The American Macon also crashed 
and the death knell of these beautiful flying machines came in May of 1937 when the Hindenburg burned at 
Lakehurst, New Jersey. The problem was often that helium was not used and many have accused the Americans for 
the fate of the Hindenburg because they wouldn’t sell the costly helium to the Germans.   
 An extraordinary achievement made history in 1931, when Wiley Post and Harold Gatty flew around the world in 
eight days, 15 hours and 51 minutes, starting from New York’s Roosevelt Field via Harbour Grace in Newfoundland. 
In 1519 Ferdinand Magellan had circumnavigated the world in 1,083 days. The Wiley Post plane, Winne Mae, became 
a household name, much as the Spirit of St Louis, four years earlier.  In August of 1935 Post would be killed in Alaska 
together with his famous passenger, humorist Will Rogers. They had planned to fly to Europe via the North Pole. 
 In a way Saint John became the centre of attention and the city became known to many who would not have ever 
heard of it, except for the Municipal Airport at Millidgeville. For the politicians and leading business people who may 
have been touched by the aura of adventure there was something more pragmatic to consider. There was the dream of

 



and the Saint John Municipal Airport had a few short years in the sun. It came about simply because of the thrill of 
the adventurers whose dream was to make history and be remembered by posterity for their exceptional feats. Saint 
John Municipal airport became one of the landing fields used by many noted pilots during the 1930’s. They and their 
feats are largely forgotten now. 
 Civic officials of the early 1930’s were all smiles whenever the local landing strip made world headlines. The 
airport became well known to these famous flyers who would use Saint John as a stopover on their attempts at 
dangerous Atlantic crossings. There were a sufficient number of adventurers who found it convenient to begin their 
flight in Saint John and their praise of the airport brought the Loyalist city into the international spotlight. At a 
Sunday band concert in King Square, a common and welcome occurrence in those years, a father and his son noticed 
a young man with the typical aviator’s garb and  helmet standing at the corner of Sydney Street and King Street East 
listening to the music out of sight of those nearer the bandstand. It was Holger Hoiriis, a Danish-American flyer who 
had come up from New Jersey with his navigator, a 55-year old photographer named Otto Hillig, intending to take off 
for Europe in a Bellanca monoplane.  It was the weekend of June 19, 1931. 
 One of the liabilities of the American map in the possession of the navigator became apparent as they flew up the 
Bay of Fundy. It did not indicate the location of the airfield, so Hoiriis daringly landed his plane on Sand Cove Road in 
Saint John West. Sand Cove Road was popular in the 1930’s because it was used by locals who drove or walked to a 
popular bathing area known as MacLaren’s Beach. Hoiriis put his plane down at 8 o’clock in the evening. As it 
happened a young lad was cycling nearby and was startled to see an aero plane land on the street.  Hoiriis got out of 
his plane and asked the 12 year-old if he knew the way to the airport. The explanations were not altogether 
satisfactory to the young aviator so it became a case of “hop in and show me the way.” Otto Hillig was told by Hoiriis, 
who seemed to be in charge, to find his own way to town. When Hoiriis, in a very short few minutes, located the 
airport, the young lad was slightly injured when he got off the plane.  
 When asked the purpose of their visit to Saint John, Hillig said they were on their way to Europe and jokingly 
remarked that it was “a vacation trip.” The aero plane they were flying had been purchased by the Danish-German-
American photographer with some of his earnings and received the name Liberty, which was the town where Hillig 
lived in New York State. He hired Holger Hoiriis, an accomplished pilot, to fly the plane from America to Denmark. 
Some reports have noted that Hillig wanted to visit his hometown in Denmark.  It is therefore possible that Hillig was 
born in Slesvig when it was German. It is coincidental that at the moment when the plane was circling Manawagonish 
Road that another feat was being accomplished. A member of the local glider club named Alfred Kierstead had set a 
record by soaring to 381 yards in a glider. There was of course a flying club in Saint John at the time which offered its 
own adventures.  
 On June 22, 1931, despite the apprehension and lack of enthusiasm of local flying club members, the Liberty took 
off for Harbor Grace, Newfoundland, a popular embarkation point for those who wished to fly the Atlantic. The town 
found its way into the annals of many flying adventures in the 1930’s. The Liberty was decorated with Danish and 
American flags and thousands had made their way to the hangar at the airport to view the plane. The destination was 
Copenhagen, Denmark, but Hoiriis had to set his plane down in Krefeld in the western part of Germany 32 hours later 
and then continued on to Copenhagen. Within a few days Danish King Christian X knighted Hoiriis and Hillig for 
their accomplishment. At the time there was an estimated 100,000 Danish citizens at the airport to greet the flyers.    
 Two years after the Hoiriis/Hillig flight, the plane Liberty was sold to the Adamowicz brothers who rechristened 
it White Eagle and attempted a flight to Warsaw, but the flight ended at Grace Harbor where the craft lost its 
undergear and a wing. The Bellanca was repaired and given yet another name, The City of Warsaw, and the 
Adamowicz brothers hired Hoiriis to fly the plane again. He made a successful landing in Paris and became something 
of a rarity in those early days by crossing the Atlantic by air twice---successfully. During the early 1940’s Hoiriis was 
struck down by illness and died at a young age.  
 Many of these adventurers captured the imagination of the public, but it might be safe to say that the one person 
who really captivated the citizens of Saint John was Amelia Earhart, who came to Saint John to start her famous solo 
flight over the Atlantic in May of 1932. Those who can turn back the clock and be there again will get the feel of the 
thrill of having the young aviatrix in the Loyalist City. She arrived on May 19, 1932 at Millidgeville in a crimson 
Lockheed monoplane, flown by the noted Norwegian-Canadian pilot, Bernt Balchen. It wouldn’t be the first time a 
woman had attempted the Atlantic crossing. A number of women, (at least eight), had attempted it between 1927 and 
1932, but all ended in failure. It was an opportunity to make history. In 1928 she had crossed the Ocean as a 
passenger in a plane flown by Wilmer Stultz and Louis Gordon from Newfoundland to Wales. Earhart received a 
hospitable reception, spent a night in the city and dined on harbor salmon at the Admiral Beatty Hotel on King 
Square. This was more than just a local event as the whole world held its breath when Earhart flew out of Millidgeville 
on May 20. Balchen made all the preparations for the flight. Earhart revealed that she had a reason for the attempt 
but admitted it was for the fun of it. Her landing was in Ireland and in those days the ultimate destination was not 
really the object. Getting across the ocean was the challenge. Business people were rubbing their hands in delight at 
the publicity. 
  One other female made a successful crossing, when Beryl Markham, aviatrix and authoress, flew from East to 
West, not generally recommended. Unfortunately, she is one of those forgotten personalities, whose name is omitted 
in the many annals of history, despite the fact that she was an outstanding writer and flyer. It is unfortunate that the 
female flyers sometimes were not accorded the same plaudits that were given to such male aviators as Lindbergh and 
Mollison. 
 Beryl Markham was not only an adventuress and flyer, but an outstanding trainer of race horses and an author 
with special talent. Even Ernest Hemingway was obliged to admit that in the era of contemporary writers, she could 
“write rings around us.” Her feat was a flight from Britain to America, where she crash landed her plane in a bog 
outside Sydney, Nova Scotia and eventually made her way to Floyd Bennett Field in New York. Members of the Cape 



Breton Flying club extricated her from the muck of the bog and the plane was dismantled and shipped back to 
England and apparently ended its days unheralded in Africa. It should have been preserved for posterity in a 
museum. If one could have created a motto for Markham it would have been “high adventure and high thinking.” She 
was an extraordinary personality with so many talents. Her book, “West with the Night” speaks of horses, lovers, 
flying Africa and her zest for life and is one of the best autobiographies of the 20th century. Her spirited short stories 
are as exciting as her flying adventures and her life often filled with “believe it or not” adventures. She is best defined 
in the title of her short story collection, “Splendid Outcast”. She could have lived in the cozy constraints of the 
Edwardian Age of a country lady in Leicestershire society. But she lived a life of rebellion and lived it in the most 
unorthodox fashion, became entangled with an English prince, retreated to Africa and took up flying. 
   Etched in memory of many is the horror of a major tragedy that occurred a few days before Holger Hoiriis 
landed in Saint John. It was beautiful day on June 14, 1931 when two young flyers named Scotty Stirling and Rudyard 
Brayley took to the air in their Gypsy Moth. They had just finished enjoying some birthday cake at Brayley’s mother 
home to celebrate her birthday. After performing a few loops, the flyers demonstrated the Moth’s versatility by 
exercising a tailspin. In attempting to come out of the nosedive, the plane failed to respond and crashed onto the red 
rock shelving at the edge of the waters of the river a few hundred yards from the ferry landing. The wreckage was 
quickly removed so souvenir hunters wouldn’t have a field day. 
 There was another less tragic event at the airport in a June that was filled with triumph, tragedy and momentous 
events. Two friends of Bernt Balchen, Charles Stoffer and Anthony Hanzlik, came to Saint John from New York on 
June 19, 1931 to make arrangements for another transatlantic flight. This time it was Ruth Nicholls who would 
attempt what no other female had accomplished. But it was not to be! Shortly before eight o’clock in the evening of 
June 22 Nichols’gold and white Lockheed Vega was spotted over the airport. Taking note of the L-shaped runway, 
Nichols brought the plane down, swooped up again to make another attempt. Her Vega touched the runway, lifted 
again several feet and disappeared behind the hillocks at the end of the runway. She had crashed.  
 Nichols later said it was difficult to bring a fast plane down on a small field, and added “coupled with the fact that 
the sun completely blinded me.” But eye witness accounts seemed to indicate that originally she had touched down in 
the middle of the runway and it was a case of misjudgment on the part of the aviatrix. Ruth Nichols was assisted out 
of her Vega and driven to the airport office then rushed to the Saint John General Hospital. Nichols had cracked two 
vertebrae and wrenched her back. There were reports at the time that she made uncomplimentary remarks in 
unladylike language about the Millidgeville airport to a local reporter. 
 This was also the day a major disaster struck Saint John, when the whole waterfront on the west side of the city 
disappeared in a mass of flames that began at 10:55 a.m. and consumed everything from Shed 1 to Shed 14 as well as a 
number of homes on Union Street and nearby thoroughfares. Meanwhile, crowds which had spent all day at the fire 
were jamming the roads to the Municipal Airport, once word flashed around the city about the Nichols crash. It was a 
slow drive out Millidge Avenue for those who owned vehicles. It was probably the worst congestion of men and 
machines the area had ever experienced.  
 A week after her crash, Ruth Nicholls was born aloft on a stretcher in a plane flown by famed pilot, Clarence 
Chamberlin, who had piloted an aircraft across the Atlantic in 1927 with passenger Charles Levine. This was after the 
famed Lindbergh flight. Chamberlin flew Nichols home to Rye, New York. But it wouldn’t be the last that was heard 
from the noted aviatrix. After several other mishaps, one which occurred after her Saint John visit, Nichols was finally 
grounded a couple of years after the end of the Second World War. The curtain came down with finality and at the age 
of 59 she committed suicide. But her name will be remembered along with Amelia Earhart, Amy Johnson and pretty 
Beryl Markham, who emblazoned their names forever in the history of flying during those exciting days of the early 
1930’s. 
 In 1932 another famous flyer created more excitement in Saint John. It was James Mollison, a Scot who put his 
Silver Puss Moth down in a farmer’s field at Pennfield Ridge, about 40 to 50 kilometers from the local airport at Saint 
John. He had made his first westward solo crossing in a Moth. Flying East to West was the hard way of crossing the 
Atlantic in those days of pioneering. Mollison’s intended destination was New York. That day the road from Pennfield 
to Saint John was packed solid with vehicles driven by people coming to welcome another hero of the hour. And a 
hero’s welcome he received. In 1936 Beryl Markham made a longer east to west flight when she left Britain. Mollison 
had started his flight in Ireland.  
 The major impact on the city of Saint John was seen by the business and political disciplines of the time as 
putting the city on the map. Millidgeville was envisioned as a major airport with mail service, commercial service and 
perhaps passenger service in the future that would be of tremendous benefit to the whole area. The dream was a pipe 
dream. 
 A wave of anxiety spread through Saint John on September 12, 1932, when it was reported that a twin engine 
Sikorsky S-38 amphibian aircraft was missing off the coast of Greenland. The plane carried the Hutchinson family, 
who had only a few days before been feted by politicians, business leaders and the general public in the Loyalist City. 
Less than three weeks earlier the Hutchinsons had landed in Millidgeville at the seaplane base. It was to be the first 
leg of an historic transatlantic flight to Great Britain that would be considered momentous and have tremendous 
importance in the young age of flying.  
 The idea for the event had been conceived by wealthy George Hutchinson of Baltimore, Maryland. As part of the 
proposal, he would take along his wife, Blanche, two daughters, Kathryn, eight and Janet Lee, six. With them were 
engineer Joseph Ruff, radio operator, Gerald Altifish, navigator Peter Redpath and cameraman Norman Alley. And 
then there was the family dog. On August 23, the family had been tendered a truly fine banquet at Saint John’s 
Admiral Beatty Hotel, chaired by recently elected Mayor James Brittain and attended by many dignitaries, politicians 
and much of the cream of the city’s social elite. Civic officials were all smiles when the local landing strip at 
Millidgeville made headlines here and elsewhere as famed pioneers of flying made stopovers. A few days prior to the 



big banquet, Walter H. Golding had written in the Telegraph Journal some compelling lines. “A hundred thousand 
dollars could not have brought the deluge of publicity that circled the world yesterday and is again written today in 
all languages over the front pages of the press universal. “‘Yesterday” was August 19 when James Mollison arrived in 
the city after landing his plane at Pennfield Ridge. Everyone anticipated that the city would become an important 
airbase. 
 But the disintegration of these high ideas began twelve days into September when it was reported that the 
Hutchinsons were missing and feared lost in the icy waters of the Denmark Strait. Frantic calls had been received 
from the aircraft. On September 13, a British trawler, by sheer chance, located the plane’s occupants on a cold, icy 
beach 60 kilometers from Anmagsalik between King Christian IX Land and the King Frederik VI coast. A blanket of 
fog and a gas leak had forced them to land their plane, “The City of Richmond”, It was battered on the rocks of 
Greenland’s treacherous coast. Even the natives had moved out of the area in anticipation of the harsh winter season. 
 Like backing the wrong horse, the praise from Saint John’s elite had suddenly become something sounding very 
hollow. George Hutchinson, unlike his fellow flyers, had become a villain. He had enthralled local Saint John listeners 
with the words that he “intended to show the world that flying is a safe mode of travel” and also promised to 
“broadcast to the world your hospitality at every opportunity.” Well, that too was $100,000 worth of publicity none 
could ignore. Hutchinson was later described as a showman and across the world he was vilified with worse 
commentaries. He later admitted that he was taking a great risk and that there had been great opposition to the 
venture. Danish government officials had refused him permission to land or fly over Greenland. Young daredevils 
flying across the Atlantic was one thing. But the Danes wanted nothing to do with such a crass adventure, particularly 
since it included a woman and children. The proposed route was utterly ridiculous. Many writers shortly afterward 
deemed the whole affair “senseless.” It was becoming apparent to Danish government officials that ignoring orders to 
keep out of dangerous Greenland air space was becoming costly and they were smart enough to demand bonds from 
flyers to cover the cost of expensive searches.   
 It has often been said that transatlantic flights were never again thought of as a great adventure after the 
Hutchinson mishap. There were a few who loved them for their spirit of adventure, but the Hutchinsons eventually 
disappeared from the headlines and their proposed vaudeville styled air show faded with them. Undoubtedly the best 
reception they received was in Saint John, but even the red carpet treatment for adventurers seemed no longer 
feasible. Then it was seen that there was a waste of word power in the use of epithets of praise for adventurers and the 
local politicians were incapable of inaugurating an international airport in the fog-belt of the Bay of Fundy.  
 Many in 1932 were sure that within two years the pioneering would be over and regular mail and passenger 
service to Europe would begin. Hutchinson had said that his message to airmen would be to use the Saint John 
Municipal Airport, because it would assure them of success in their flight. Even following the Nicholls mishap, 
veteran pilot H P Ayres of Montreal had said that, any pilot who was a pilot, could set a plane down at the Saint John 
Municipal Airport. Charles Stoffer, who had been in Saint John in 1931, said as late as 1935 that this was a logical 
stopping point for any transatlantic flights and Long Island’s noted pilot, Al Heller said the airport was the best this 
side of Boston. By 1937 there was a call for the federal government to establish airport policy guidelines, but, by 1943 
there was another call for an airport site to be decided with a somewhat weak cry that Millidgeville was the best. But it 
was in the midst of wartime. Other centers managed to get into the business of great adventure when the London to 
Melbourne and London to Cape Town races were organized. The cost of lives and aircraft soon revealed that this too 
was a deadly bit of show business. But it had caught the imagination of millions.   
 By 1951 the Saint John airport license was cancelled and a year later there were discussions to use the hangar as 
an industrial site. In 1953 someone had thought of the Millidgeville site to be ideal for a drive in theatre at the time 
when this was all a rage. By then the runways were being used by hundreds of would-be motorists to practice their 
driving before taking the test for a license. Eventually there were signs that tersely warned motorists to keep off the 
runway. Now as the years of the new millennium edge upwards the site is a large housing development with 
apartment high rises, neat little homes, as well as a church, and school complexes. There is nothing to mark this failed 
dream, but for those who lived through the era, it was somehow more exciting than billion dollar equipment losing its 
way on rather uninteresting Martian bedrock.  
 Millidgeville never became the great terminus for transatlantic air mail and passenger flights. The great 
adventures were legends, history and much of it forgotten by newer generations. It was a failed dream and echoes of 
Earhart, Nichols, Hoiriis, Mollison and the Hutchinsons are faint and they too have passed into history --along with 
their testimonials. Another great vision had, in a few short years, gone into a tailspin. But the spirit of adventure and 
the challenge of a decade remain as exciting as ever and the legends should not be allowed to die.  
 
 

 
 



 - FAITH -  

 

 
“One life is all we have and we live it 

as we believe in living it. 
But to sacrifice what you are 

and to live without belief, 
that is a fate more terrible than dying.” 

 

 
 

  
here is the unimpeachable fact that Faith is considered to be many things, but for those who consider 
it a freedom, there can be no argument. For those who believe it to be a part of civilization is another 
facet of truth and those believe it to be a form of happiness, can live in security. But it is also a power, 
a form of aesthetics and morality. So the Christian faith must be a combination of what is spoken in 
the Credos, the teaching of Christ, a form of disciplined and tasteful worship combining the Liturgy, 
the Word and all the Sacraments. Over two thousand years of religious rites has rendered a variety of 

forms, divisions and dissention and in 1517, the most honest and the Middle Ground was found that gave mankind a 
form of worship and belief that combined Christian principles with common sense, a purpose and honesty. What 
evolved in the previous 1500 years became the basis for the most honest form of Christianity since the Week of the 
Passion. What Luther achieved was the pure, the untainted, the honest and the most intelligent form of Worship and 
Word.  
 What the new freedom gave, though, was also a distortion of religion and religious values that brought with it 
many divisions within the protesting reformers in the 16th century and in only the four major faiths within the 
Roman Catholic, the Orthodox, The Anglican and the Lutheran, did God and Christianity get its most honest 
evaluation. Only in the Lutheran Faith did Aesthetic Worship and the Teaching Word attain its perfection by 
combining all the elements of proper worship and clarity of thinking.  
 At the time of the upheavals within the church in the years from 1519 onward, it was only Luther who understood 
and appreciated the fine hymns in the Latin Hymnody and, 15 of the 38 hymns he translated into the German 
language were from this source. Zwingli, Calvin and Knox ignored the whole body of these fine hymn texts and 
sometimes offered crude vernacular paraphrases of the Psalms. Lutheran authors such as Gerhardt, Arnt Heermann 
and others offered verses closer to Scripture when offering new German hymns and also translated many from the 
Latin. But in the pre-Reformation days there were no hymns sung by the people at Mass. The use of hymns was 
associated with Hour Offices and the Father of Latin Hymnody was St. Ambrose. 
 In the whole of hymnody there is little question that the best texts where those written by great poets, early 
theologians and men of the Middle Ages, Reformation and Renaissance. The finest music composed for use as hymns 
in the congregations of Lutheran parishes were those that came out of the Reformation era and the two centuries 
following as well as those composed in England, Germany and Scandinavia in the 18th and 19th centuries. 
 Martin Luther, who was not only the great reformer and renewer of the ancient church, was also a man of culture 
who understood the profound meaning of hymn texts and noted that they deserved the best musical dressing. It is 
true that Luther and many of the Reformation composers used tunes they heard in the taverns or love songs of the 
minstrels and troubadours, but he qualified it with the comment that the devil didn’t deserve all the good tunes. But it 
can be said that Luther not only taught the German nation to sing in church, but led the way in a significant 
development of German culture in general. It gave every parish congregation an opportunity to participate in the 
worship service in more ways than one. He regarded music as one of the greatest gifts given to man by God. 
 In the early years, the Lutheran hymnody reflected the mystery of worship and Holy Communion and there was 
some liturgical conservatism and mysticism retained by reformers not only in paraments, church buildings, but in 
music. So Lutheranism had a sense of historical continuity as well as a high appreciation of the esthetic. Good 
hymnody offers a sense of reverence and honor due to the Almighty, rather than secularizing it by stooping to the 
lowest common denominator in verse and music. Hymnody serves the Almighty, not the secular pop scene. The 
hymnody should also complement the Liturgy and Scripture. 
 Certainly the most famous of all Lutheran composers was Johann Sebastian Bach, (1685-1750) whose faith was 
deeply rooted in the faith of the great reformer. His greatest sacred choral works such as the “St. Matthew Passion”, 
the “Christmas Oratorio” and the “Mass in B Minor” were only a part of his output with over 200 cantatas used at 
church services. Also there was a huge collection of organ pieces, with the famous “Well Tempered Klavier”, the 
Brandenburg concertos, the four orchestral suites and a wide selection of instrumental works. Bach was a 
conservative Lutheran with a great respect for the teachings of Martin Luther and understood the Lutheran doctrines 
of the church and the communion with Christ and the ideals of the church. He understood the Church Year and, with 
great care and devotion, created Cantatas for every Sunday in the calendar of the church. Such a very large output of 
his music is devoted to the church as well exemplified by his 200 cantatas as well as his organ compositions, motets 
and Passions. There were many Reformation hymn tunes that apparently are by unknown composers whose names 
have disappeared through carelessness or lack on interest in preserving their names. But many of these are found in 
various books and listed in the Lutheran Book of Worship (LBW) with an indication of their original source. These are 
noted as from Gesangbuch in Augsburg, Berlin, Mainz, Munster, Nurnberg and other cities in Germany. 



`There is an old German song written by Hans Leo Hassler, a Nurnberg born composer, who became organist of the 
Elector of Saxony at Dresden. In German it was known by its opening lines, “Mein G’mut Ist Mir Verwirret von Einer 
Jungfrau Zart” which is generally translated as “My Spirit is Distracted all Through a Maiden Fair” In 1620 another 
poet named Schneegass changed the word to “O Lord All We Poor Sinners”.  Translator and hymn writer Paul 
Gerhardt used the song as a Lenten chorale with the words “O Sacred Head Now Wounded.”  It’s in the LBW as Nos. 
116 and 117.  J S Bach used the chorale with the same words in his St. Matthew Passion written for a good Friday 
Service in Leipzig, but also used it as “How Shall I Receive You” as an Advent selection in his Christmas Oratorio and 
thereby established it as a Lenten Prophecy. He used it in four of his cantatas. So this most sacred of all Passion 
chorales had unusual beginning! 
 The “kyrie”, sometimes called the “Lesser Litany” is a Christian version of a synagogue prayer from the Jewish 
faith that is based on Psalm 51 which begins with “Have Mercy on Me, God.” The full phrase “Kyrie Eleison” is the 
Greek equivalent of “Lord Have Mercy” and persisted in the Latin Liturgy for centuries, reminding the parishes that 
Greek was the original language of the New Testament. The Greek form is found in German liturgies while the English 
Liturgy retains only the first word as a title. Scriptural sources for this Liturgical invocation may be found in Isaiah 
33:2, Matthew 15:22 and in Luke 16:24.  In the Gospel of St Matthew, the 15th chapter, verse #21 informs the reader 
that Jesus was on the coast of Sidon and Tyre and verse #22 says: “And behold a woman of Canaan came out of the 
same coasts and cried unto him saying, Have Mercy on me 0 Lord, thou son of David, my daughter is grievously 
vexed with a devil.” In the Gospel of St. Luke, Lazarus cries “Father of Abraham, Have Mercy on Me”. The Kyrie is a 
cry of those in need and distress imploring divine mercy.  
 The cross, which is the symbol of Christianity and Christ’s Crucifixion, is found in many diverse cultures 
including those of ancient Egypt and India as well as the North American Indians. The form of blessing, by using the 
sign of the cross, may well have originated before the year 200 AD and the mother of Constantine I is supposed to 
have found the true cross at Calvary in the year 327. In the year 614, Kosru II of Persia is supposed to have stolen the 
largest splinter of the cross but it was restored to its place in Jerusalem. The relic was eventually lost when it was 
conquered by the Moslems. The cross was the badge of the Crusaders and it became the emblem of the Templars of 
the Knights Hospitalers as well as the Teutonic Knights. There are many forms of the cross with the Latin being very 
common with the upright being longer than the transom. The cross of St. Andrew is an X and the “tau cross” is like 
the letter “T’. The cross with two transoms is called the patriarchal cross. The flags of all the Scandinavian countries 
have the cross as the centerpiece. The cross has become the symbol that has been the inspiration of many hymns and 
one only has to look at the list of titles to realize this. There are many symbols of the Christian church that have 
inspired the texts of hymns in not only the Lutheran Book of worship, but in many other hymnbooks of other 
denominations.   
 Among the great Saints of Scandinavia is St. Birgitta of Sweden, sometimes Anglicized as St. Bridget. Her feast 
day is among the lesser commemorations in the Lutheran Book of Worship and is marked on July 23, although in the 
Catholic Book of Saints, her feast day is October 8. She was born in 1300, a noblewoman of the court of Magnus VII of 
Sweden and Norway and had eight children. After her husband’s death, she founded the “Order of the Most Holy 
Savior” sometimes known as the Bridgettines and later went to Rome where she attempted certain reforms within the 
Church and was there when the Pope was at Avignon and made several attempts to have him return to Rome. She 
became famous for several visions and her accounts of these were very popular during the Middle Ages, when 
religious fervor was part of life no matter one’s social standing. Bridget died in 1773. Many of the Saints honored with 
special commemorations and listed among the lesser festivals, have written words that have been used in the 
hymnody and have inspired hymn texts. 
 Great composers such as Georg F Handel, Heinrich Shutz and Johannes Brahms offered great works of art in the 
field of sacred music and of these, unquestionably the greatest was Bach, who used many of the chorale hymn tunes in 
his cantatas which were generally presented just prior to the hour long sermon. Using chorale tunes made 
congregational singing easy for the parishes. What the Lutheran hymnody accomplished was never paralleled by the 
Calvinists and other faiths. Some of these wonderful Lutheran hymns have interesting stories behind their 
composition and often these are never heard or seen by parish congregations. Here are some background stories to 
the hymns. 

-Hymns- 
 
 “Come with Us Blessed Jesus” by Johann S Schop, hymn #219  in the LBW, was used by Johann S Bach in his 
Cantata No. 147 and has been an extremely popular composition used in a dozen different arrangements. Bach, who 
was married twice, had 20 children, several of whom became famous composers. It is best known, however, as “Jesu, 
Joy of Man’s Desiring” and often performed by concert pianists who make the most of its added decorations. It is one 
of the many compositions that have been attributed to Bach, but actually written by other composers and merely 
adapted by Bach.   
 “Jerusalem, hose Towers Touch the Skies” has music composed by Melchior Franck, a German composer who 
was at Augsburg and at Nuremberg and eventually became chapel master to the Duke of Coburg. He composed a 
number of madrigals and instrumental pieces as well as a collection for four voices called “Paradisus Musicus”. He 
was born at Zittau in 1573 and died in 1639 at Coburg.  
 Heinrich Albert (1604-1651) wrote both the words and the music to the hymn “Maker of the Earth and Heaven” 
which is No. 266 in the LBW. He was the nephew of famous composer Heinrich Schutz and studied with him. He was 
once taken prisoner by the Swedes during the Thirty Years War as he was journeying to Konigsberg to take up the 
post of organist there at the Old Church. He originally was compelled to study Law by his parents but eventually 
turned to music. Besides many hymns, he composed a Te Deum. 
 



 “My Soul Now Magnifies the Lord”, Hymn No. 180 in the LBW, has a text based on words from the gospel of St. 
Luke and with music by the famous German composer, Heinrich Schutz, who composed a Passion as well as a work 
for Christmas. When his employer the Elector Johann Georg of Saxony asked for music for the marriage of his 
daughter to the Landgrave of Hesse-Darmstadt he composed the first German Opera on the story of Dafne using a 
German translation of the Rinuccini libretto. Dafne has been the theme for a large number of operas. Schutz was born 
in 1585 and died in Dresden in 1672. 
 Five hundred years ago a tune appeared that has received an enormous mount of attention as a secular pieces as 
well as a sacred selection and appeared as, “Innsbruck Ich Muss dich Lassen.” It has appeared as a solo vocal number, 
a choral number, performed on a lute, organ and various other ensembles. In the LBW it appears in three settings, 
including a variation but the tune name is “O Welt Ich Muss Dich Lassen”, indicating that the world is being left 
rather than the city of Innsbruck. With various texts the tune is used for hymn No. 222, 276 and 282. The melody is 
attributed to Heinrich Isaac, who was born in Flanders in 1450 and amongst other jobs he was a musician to the 
Medici family and later received an invitation from the Emperor Maximilian. He married Bartolomea Bello, whose 
father was something of a curiosity in the 15th century, being a very wealthy person although his occupation was that 
of a butcher, not exactly a noble calling in the Middle Ages.  
 The Greek legend of Iphigenie, the daughter of Agamemnon and Clytemnestra, has been the subject of many 
dozens of opera librettos and all the early opera composers seemed to favor Greek tragedies as topics. Among the 
many composers who used the story was Ignaz Pleyel, a composer and piano maker as well as a pupil of Franz Josef 
Haydn. Hymn No. 225 in the LBW has music by Pleyel, who also arranged many folk songs for George Thomson of 
Edinburgh. Pleyel also composed 29 symphonies. He was born in 1857 and died 1831.  
 “Winchester Old” is a melody from the 16th century that has been set to words by Joseph Addison (1672-1719), a 
noted statesman who was also an outstanding essayist and poet. He traveled extensively on the continent and travels 
were recorded in a volume, “Remarks on Italy.” He was a friend of playwright Richard Steele who had founded the 
publication, The Tatler and contributed to the paper until he had a falling out with Steele. His text is used for the 
hymn opening with the words, “When All Your Mercies, O My God”, No. 264 in the LBW. 
 “Beautiful Saviour”, Hymn No. 518 in the LBW, a favorite in several countries, is based on a Silesian folk song 
from that region of East Central Europe north of Bohemia and south of the Oder River. Silesia has been tossed about 
over the past four centuries between Prussia, Poland.  Bohemia, Hungary, Germany, Czech Republic and occupied by 
other nations during various conflicts. Most of the region is now part of Poland with sections being agricultural, but 
also with districts that have large deposits of coal and other minerals. At one time there was a thriving weaving 
business. The city of Wroclaw was formerly the German city of Breslau. The melody has a German text dating from 
1677 and the melody has been used to a Danish text and sung at Christmas time as “Dejlig Er Jorden”.  
 The text to the hymn No. 314, “Who Is This Host Arrayed in White”, is a translation from Danish plot Hans A 
Brorson. But Brorson was also responsible for the text to Hymn No. 52 “Your Little Ones, Dear Lord”, a favorite at 
Christmas time. Brorson, whose hymn texts are particularly popular in Denmark, was Bishop of Denmark’s oldest 
city, Ribe and had a particularly tragic life. He was a member of the Pietist movement and greatly affected by the 
worldliness of some people. He lost his wife just after becoming Bishop and 10 of his children died when young. He 
lived from 1694 until 1764 and his whole life was affected by the mystical side of Christianity. 
 “Jesus, The Very Thought of You”, hymn No. 316 in the LBW, has words translated from verses written nearly 
1000 years ago by St. Bernard of Clairvaux. Bernard came from an affluent family near the city of Dijon in France and 
was to enter the Cistercian order and took along four of his brothers and about 25 friends and established a centre at 
Clairvaux. He journeyed continuously and was the advisor to several Popes and was instrumental in condemning the 
opinions of Peter Abelard, who opposed Bernard’s mysticism. He gained the title of Mellifluous Doctor because of his 
intense writings on the Scriptures and various treatises.  He lived from 1091 until 1153. His verses for Hymn No 316 
were tranlated by Edward Caswell, who lived in the 19th century.  
 The hymn, “Thine is the Glory”, uses a theme from the oratorio “Judas Maccabaeus” by Georg Friedrich Handel 
which was composed to celebrate the victory at Cullodon Moor. It was here that the Duke of Cumberland beat the 
Scottish forces under Bonnie Prince Charlie in 1746. Cumberland was the son of George II and when he defeated the 
Scots he treated them ruthlessly and earned the nickname, The Butcher. Handel, on the other hand, was suddenly 
hailed as England’s national composer and he was able to pay all his debts. A few years later he visited his native city 
of Halle in Germany. Handel was nearly killed in a carriage accident when on his way to Amsterdam. A short time 
later he lost his eyesight.   
 Hymn No. 157 in the LBW is “A Hymn of Glory Let Us Sing” with text by the Venerable Bede who was considered 
the most learned man of his day. He was a Benedictine Monk who lived from 673 and wrote extensive commentaries 
on the Scriptures. He also wrote extensive treatises on 735 historical topics as well as scientific works, but consulted 
widely about many topics before he set down his words. He has given the most reliable account of the triumph of 
Christianity in Britain and dealt widely with the culture of the Anglo-Saxons of the period from 575 to 731. “Holy, 
Holy, Holy,” which is hymn No. 165 in the LBW, has music by John Bacchus Dykes but the words are by Reginald 
Heber, who wrote the texts to many hymn tunes. One of them is the missionary hymn “From Greenland’s Icy 
Mountains” with music by Lowell Mason. The American composer Charles Ives, once used Mason’s tune as the 
centerpiece for his symphony No. 4 which demonstrated how a masterful composer can turn an otherwise 
uninteresting tune into a magnificent composition. Charles Ives, who was owner of his own insurance company, used 
many popular songs and hymn tunes in his major works and the Mason tune can also be heard in his first string 
quartet. 
 Hymn No. 170 “Crown Him With Many Crowns” was composed by George Elvey who was born in Canterbury, 
England in 1816 and who also composed a Wedding March for the sixth child of Queen Victoria, Princess Louise who  
had Lake Louise in Canada named after her. She was married to the Marquess of Lorne who became Governor-



General of Canada in 1878. Elvey was organist at St George’s Chapel, Windsor from 1835 until 1882. He composed the 
oratorio “The Resurrection and Ascension” as well as many hymns. 
 “The Head That Once Was Crowned” is hymn No. 173 in the LBW and has music composed by Jeremiah Clarke, 
a composer born in London, England in 1673 who tragically committed suicide after failing to marry the lady of his 
choice. Clarke was organist at several cathedrals including St. Paul’s and wrote many hymn tunes as well as incidental 
music to Shakespeare’s, “Titus Andronicus.” He also composed the opera, “The Island Princess.”  
 The text to hymn No. 267 was written by or at least attributed to St. Gregory I, a pope known as The Great, who 
was born in 540 and became pope in 590 AD, a post he held for 14 years. He was born into a rich family which had 
huge estates in Sicily, was a popular preacher and writer who protected the Jews and had pity on the slaves. The 
Gregorian chant is one of the changes made to the liturgy during his time at the Papal See. He accomplished the 
conversion of Spain and sent St. Augustine to England.  
 Friedrich Silcher, noted composer of songs and responsible for the music that is set to “Lord Take My Hand and 
Lead Me” No. 333 in the Lutheran book of Worship, wrote some compelling music to a number of poems. One of 
them called, “Green of Crops and Scent of Violets” is a hymn to springtime with its blackbirds, larks, violets, sun and 
rain. The poem was by Johann Ludwig Uhland, an outstanding Swabian writer and one of the Romantic era writers 
who truly understood springtime. But it is surely one composition that has endeared Silcher to the world at large and 
that is his setting of Heine’s poem, “The Lorelei”. This is the poem about the maiden who sits on a rock above the 
Rhine combing her golden locks and causing the sailors below to be trapped in the river’s whirlpools. He was 
originally a schoolteacher but later came to Stuttgart as a conductor and later to Tubingen University. He was a native 
of Wurttemberg where he was born in 1789 and died in Tubingen in 1860. Some of his songs are often mistaken for 
folksongs including the famous, “Annchen von Thoreau”, which became popular in University pubs with the students. 
He also has to his credit two hymn books. 
 One of the great romances of the early middle ages besides that of Tristan and Isolde is that of Heloise and Peter 
Abelard. Abelard, a philosopher and teacher, was born in 1079 near Nantes, France. He believed that logic could be 
applied to truths of faith, which was opposite to the mysticism of St Bernard of Clairveaux. He has often been 
considered the founder of the University of Paris and his thoughts were considered a forerunner of those of St. 
Thomas Aquinas. He wrote and lectured extensively and is considered one of the great minds of the Middle Ages. A 
few Latin hymns are all that remain of his poetry and one of them has been set to music as hymn No. 337 in the 
Luther Book of Worship, opening with the words “Oh what Hymn.”  
 “Jesus, Still Lead On” has words by Nicolaus Ludwig, Graf von Zinzendorff, bishop and patron of the Moravian 
Church who harbored persecuted Moravian or Bohemian Brethern on his estates in Saxony. He wanted them to be 
integrated into the Lutheran Church for a more profound religious experience but the Moravians wished to retain 
their own identity and so a colony known as “Herrnhut” was established. At the time of his interest in the pietistic 
Moravians the sect was almost extinct. Zinzendorff was born in Dresden in 1700 and he died at age 60. 
 The hymn No. 342, “I Know of a Sleep in Jesus Name”, has music composed by one of the great songwriters of 
the 19th century. Christoph EF Weyse was born in Altona near Hamburg and eventually settled in Copenhagen and 
studied with JAP Schulz who wrote the music to Hymn No. 52 in the LBW. Weyse wrote a large number of lovely 
Danish songs and composed operas, four symphonies, 30 cantatas and keyboard works. One of his operas was based 
on Kenilworth, by Sir Walter Scott. Weyse lived from 1774 until 1842.  
 Hymn No. 345, “How Sweet the Name of Jesus Sounds”, has one of those singable and exceptionally fine 
melodies composed by Alexander Reinagle. The text is from words by John Newtron who spent his early years at sea, 
was a surveyor of tides, but spent his spare time in studying Greek, Hebrew and theology. Eventually he was ordained 
and became a curate at Olney at Buckinghamshire. He was born in 1725 and died in 1807. 
 “Jerusalem, Whose Towers Touch The Skies”, has music composed by Melchior Franck, a German composer who 
was at Augsburg and at Nurenberg and eventually became chapel master to the Duke of Coburg. He composed a 
number of madrigals and instrumental pieces as well as a collection for four voices called Paradisus Musicus He was 
born at Zittau in 1573 and died in 1639 at Coburg. 
 One of those perfect melodies for a hymn setting comes from William Gardner’s collection of Sacred Melodies, 
many of which may have been inspired by Haydn and Beethoven and hymn No. 356, “O Jesus Joy of Loving Hearts” 
in the LBW is often attributed as having been adapted from Beethoven. The text is a translation from words by St. 
Bernard of Clairvaux. 
 Hymn No. 358, with the words “Glorious Thing of Thee are Spoken”, has the same melody as the German 
National Anthem, with music by Franz Josef Haydn. The words are by John Newton, a seaman turned clergyman. 
When he was curate at Olney in Buckinghamshire he met poet William Cowper, who had settled there. The friendship 
between the two resulted in the publication of a volume called, “The Olney Hymns” in the year 1779 which included 
their best known works for church use. He was born in England in 1725 and died there in 1807. 
 Noted Danish composer Johann Abraham Peter Schulz used the words of Matthais Claudius for his setting of 
“We Plow the Fields and Scatter”, a fine harvest hymn which is No. 362 in the Lutheran Book of Worship. Schulz was 
born in Lunenburg, Germany in 1747 and was conductor at the court of the Crown Prince of Prussia in 1780 and seven 
years later at the Danish Court in Copenhagen. He had run away from home at the age of 15 and had studied with a 
noted teacher, Kirnberger in Berlin. He composed an opera on the Beaumarchais story, “The Barber of Seville” which 
was used by other composers, particularly Rossini whose work is the most famous on the theme. He also composed a 
number of operas with French texts specifically on texts by the famous Voltaire. He was also a composer of chamber 
music and sacred music and wrote an excellent treatise on harmony. At one point in his life he collaborated with 
Kirberger and another writer on an encyclopedia. His opera with a Danish text was “Aline, Reine de Golgonda”. There 
is also a fine collection of songs by this composer.  
 



 Reginal Heber wrote the words to “Holy, Holy, Holy” which, from time to time, has been voted as one of the most 
popular hymns among members of various parishes and congregations. The hymn is generally used during Pentecost 
and is No. 165 in the Lutheran Book of Worship. Heber was born in England and at one point in his life he became a 
clergyman, journeyed to India where he became Bishop of Calcutta. He wrote a number of texts for use as hymns and 
also wrote a book on his adventures published under the title of “A Narrative of a Journey Through India” in 1828. 
Among his other writings were several poems and sermons. The music to “Holy, Holy, Holy” was composed by John 
Bacchus Dykes.  
 The words of Jesus on the cross “Eli, eli, lama sabachthani” or “Eloi, Eloi”, which is in Hebrew and Aramaic, 
translates into “Why hast Thou Forsaken Me”. It is found in the Gospel of St. Matthew and the Gospel of St. Mark but 
also may be a quotation from the Psalm No. 22 which begins “My God, My God, why have you forsaken me and are 
so far from my cry and from the words of my distress.” There is also a Greek text which retains the original. 
 In July, one of the lesser festivals and commemorations honors Vladimir, the first Christian ruler in Russia who 
was a grand duke of Kiev and united that part of the country. He married Princess Anna, sister of the Byzantine ruler 
and accepted Christianity in 988 or 989 and made Greek Orthodox the accepted religion and liturgy of his household. 
St. Vladimir then devoted the rest of his life to the building of churches. He also established schools and libraries and 
enacted several statutes concerning legality within the courts of the church. He was the grandson of St. Olga who 
accepted Christianity in 957. Vladimir died in July of 1015 and commemoration for both is July 15. Feast day for St. 
Olga is July 11. 
 It is certainly true that the Lutheran hymnody was in many ways part of liturgical conservatism as well as an 
attempt to reach lofty heights. Throughout the past five centuries, however, the hymnody has accumulated texts and 
music from many faiths and each hymn has either an interesting story or at least a reason for its creation. So many of 
these are not known to parish members. It is interesting to note that when hymns were selected for parish use, each 
one was investigated for doctrinal purity and excellence of literary form.  Excellence in musical content has graced 
many hymns. The music for hymn should be distinctive, reverent and of a high standard. The music for the Liturgy 
has always been of a high standard and should not infer any secular character but be devotional. It is only right that 
the hymnody should follow the same rules. Unfortunately, some hymns do not fit this high standard but are included 
because of popular demand. So at least the hymnody did become comprehensive.  
   Often when members of a parish assemble for meeting and a meal, it is traditional to sing the Doxology 
before the meal is taken. “Praise God From Whom All Blessings Flow” can be attributed to an English prelate and 
hymn writer, Thomas Ken,  who was appointed chaplain to King Charles II in 1680 after the  Restoration had ended 
the disastrous Cromwellian intolerance. He was nominated by the monarch to the bishopric of Wells and Bath in 
1684. Ken was born in 1637 and died in 1711 during the reign of Queen Anne just prior to the Hanoverian accessions. 
The music is by Louis Bourgeois, a French Protestant musician who eventually went to Geneva to join the Calvinists. 
He contributed to the Genevan Psalter by picking out hymns and harmonizing the melodies. He was born in 1561 and 
died at age 51.   
 The most favoured of hymn tunes in Germany was, according to a survey, the marvelous Philip Nicolai melody 
known as “Wie Schon Leuchtet” and must be considered one of the finest Reformation Hymn tunes ever composed. 
The melody is used five times in the LBW. The Michael Schirmer words translated by Catherine Winkworth, “O Holy 
Spirit, Enter In”, No. 459 in the LBW, is for general use, but the melody is also used in Advent and Easter. Nicolai, a 
native of Hamburg, was a pastor, poet and amateur musician. Although considered an amateur, his music was among 
the best ever composed for hymn tunes, and they are much better than most by professional composers of hymns. He 
was also responsible for the wonderful melody that accompanies “Wachet Auf” which is in the LBW as “Wake, Awake 
for the Night Is Flying” used in Advent and No. 31 in the LBW. Nicolai was born in 1556 and died in 1608. 
 “The Lord Will Come and Not be Slow”, hymn No. 318 in the LBW, has words by John Milton, the famous 
English poet who lived from1608 until 1674. Milton was famous for his two poems, “Paradise Lost” and “Paradise 
Regained”. His attitude toward religion and his attacks on the Episcopal form of government have made him a 
controversial personality in his support of Oliver Cromwell. He at one time supported the Presbyterians but later in 
life broke with them. His poetry has been praised but his politics and religious ideas have generally become 
condemned. 
 William Williams was a Welsh Curate and writer born in 1717 in Carmarthenshire who had a church at Llanwrtyd 
and was a leader of the Methodist revival in Wales. He wrote a long poem that is passionate with religious fervour on 
Christ’s Kingdom. He was variously a church clergyman, an itinerant preacher and farmer and his writings all had a 
lyrical quality found in the texts he wrote to 800 hymns. One of these is “Guide Me Ever, Great Redeemer” which 
John Hughes set to music as “Cwm Rhondda”, the name of a Welsh community. Williams died in 1791. One of those 
magical moments in a Hollywood film occurs in the movie “How Green was My Valley” in which the coal miners are 
going home from work and singing Cwm Rhondda. The film featured Donald Crisp and a youthful Roddy MacDowell 
as well as Saint John-born Walter Pidgeon. The romantic lead was Maureen O’Hara and also featured other well-
known actors. It was made in the year 1941 and won five academy Awards, including best Picture and best supporting 
actor Statuette for Crisp.    
 Bernhardt S. Ingemann was influenced by the German Gothic in his youth and wrote a number of medieval 
romances. Ingemann was born in 1789 and died in 1862 and many of his morning and evening hymns were for 
children. These neo-Platonic Christian hymns were among the most cherished memories of childhood for many 
Danes. Some of his hymn texts were created for children in orphanages to give them spiritual inspiration. Hymn No. 
355 in the LBW is a translation from his Danish text by Sabine Baring-Gould. 
 Of all the many melodies set to hymn texts is the moving tune known as “Angel’s Story” that was used for Frances 
Havergal’s words to Hymn No. 515 “O Savour, Precious Saviour”. It was composed by Arthur Henry Mann in 1881 
when Mann was at King’s College Chapel in Cambridge. He was an outstanding organist and composer who 



began as a choir boy in Norwich Cathedral. He was born in 1850, died in 1929 and besides his hymns and anthems he 
composed an oratorio “Ecce Homo.” 
 “Come Thou Almighty King” has words from a text that was written in the mid 18th century but the author’s 
name is unknown. The music used for the text was adapted from a composition by a composer not known to have 
written notes for hymns. Felici de Giardini, born in 1716 in Turin, Italy composed a large quantity of chamber music 
including 18 string quartets as well as incidental music and 12 violin concertos. He settled in London for a while 
where he was associated with an opera orchestra and taught music. He died during a trip to Moscow in 1796. 
 Friedrich Schiller wrote the words that Beethoven set to music for the finale of his “Symphony No 9 in d Minor.” 
At some point, someone, rightly or wrongly, decided it would be ideal for congregational singing and Presbyterian 
clergyman Henry Van Dyke wrote a new set of words. It is this setting that is hymn No. 551 in the LBW. Besides being 
a pastor of a New York Church, he was a professor of English literature at Princeton University, his Alma Mater. He 
also served as US representative to the Netherlands, but his most famous contribution to the world was his fine story, 
“The Other Wise Man”. He was born in 1852 and died in 1933. Themes from his various poems were also the basis for 
some of his sermons. He also translated “The Blue Flower of Novalis”, which was the pseudonym of Friedrich von 
Hardenberg, a deeply religious poet from the era of German Romanticism who lived form 1772 until 1801. Some of his 
most moving verses were written when his youthful love, Sophie von Kuhn, died in 1797. These were published in 
1800 as “Hymns in the Night”.   
 The scholarly musicologists and critics generally agree that the weakest movement of the “Symphony No. 9 in d 
Minor” by Beethoven is the final choral selection and finest expression by the Bonn master is in the slow movement. 
Nevertheless, the final chorus is what has contributed to the popularity of the work. The original verses are by 
Friedrich von Schiller, German dramatist, poet and historian and known as the “Ode to Joy”. For use as a hymn, 
Henry van Dyke, a Presbyterian clergyman, wrote new verses and can be found in the LBW as Hymn No. 551.  
 The Doxology, which is in the LBW as hymns No. 564 and 565, has words written by Thomas Ken, who was the 
Bishop of Bath and Wells. He was born in 1637 and died in 1709 and considered a person of great learning, courage 
and piety. He also wrote a number of manuals of joyous devotions, but is best remembered for the words “Praise God, 
For Whom all Blessings Flow.” 
 It has generally been felt by theologians, writers, men of intellect and historians that the greatest German 
Lutheran writer after Luther himself was Paul Gerhardt, whose name has generally been forgotten or neglected by 
recent generations. Very few encyclopedias and biographical dictionaries carry is name. He was born in the town of 
Grafenhainichen, about 30 kilometers northeast of Halle (home to G F Handel), in 1606 and died in 1667. He studied 
at Wittenberg University, which has such an important role in the history of the Lutheran Church and where Luther 
was a professor many decades earlier. In his various posts within the Lutheran Church, Gehardt was archdeacon in 
Lubben and also a pastor at the famous St. Nicolai Church in Berlin, Germany. His poems and texts for hymns are 
outstanding for their warmth and their humanity. Within his writings there is an expression of doctrinal purity as well 
as simplicity. 
  One of his best known works within the modern chruch are the words he wrote that serve as a setting for “O Lord 
How Shall I Greet You”, one the finest of Advent texts set to music by Johann Cruger (No. 23 in the LBW). He was 
also responsible for one of the finest hymns with an equally exquisite musical setting, known in the LBW as “Die 
Guldne Sonne”. Gerhardt was also responsible for the words to “O Sacred Head Now Wounded”, inspired by the 
original text from St. Benard of Clairveaux found in the LBW as Nos. 116 and 117. Altogether his texts are found 11 
times in the Lutheran Book of Worship. He was responsible for texts for 120 hymns, many of which have been found 
translated in the English language. History has noted that he was a pastor of joyous personality and with an absolute 
no nonsense certainty of the Lutheran Faith. There is also a translation from Gerhardt which uses the famous 
Heinrich Isaac melody, “O Welt Ich Muss Dich Lassen.” to the words “Now All the Woods Are Sleeping”.  
 William Wordsworth, the noted English poet, is well-known to everyone who has ever studied literature, gone to 
school or opened a book of poems. His “Ode on Intimations of Immortality from Recollections of Early Childhood” is 
one of the great creations in English literature. Not so well known though is his nephew, Christopher Wordsworth, 
(1807-1885) who wrote the text for “Songs of Thankfulness and Praise” which is No. 90 in LBW. Music from a 17th 
century composer, Christoph Anton was used for the setting. He was headmaster at Harrow. Then there was also 
Christopher Wordsworth, born 1774, who was the younger brother of William Wordsworth and father of the above 
mentioned Christopher. He was a priest and master at Trinity College. 
 Vanguard Records at one time issued a number of recordings of German University Songs, which were sung 
during festivities and at taverns where students gathered. These pieces of music are absolutely stunning in both 
musical content and poetic expertise. Many of them are folk songs while others are composed by well-known 
composers and one composer who contributed to these drinking songs was Juistus Lyte, born in 1822 at Osnabruck. 
But he also contributed a Christmas Cantata, other church music and wrote a book on the High Church Lutheran 
Liturgy, studied theology in Berlin and was a clergyman. One of his parishes was in the city of Hannover. He died in 
1882. 
 J S Bach used a large number of Lutheran hymns in his various cantatas and encouraged others in the study of 
music including his many sons. One of his relatives also enjoyed his expertise and was encouraged in writing music. 
This was Johann G Walther, whose mother Martha Lannenhirt was a relative of J S Bach. Walther wrote a great deal 
of sacred music including 92 vocal selections. He was the teacher of Prince Johann Ernest of Weimar who turned out 
to be a fine composer and had some of his selections recorded Johann Sebastian Bach was godfather to J G Walther’s 
son. Johann Walther held two important organ posts, one at Erfurt and the other at Weimar. His Lutheran chorale 
variations were of very high quality. Not only all this, but he created the first major musical dictionary in Germany. 
 



- Humour, Glories and the Name of Haydn - 

 
 Franz Josef Haydn, who composed a number of fine masses, was also responsible for some interesting pieces of 
music that are closely connected with the Christian Faith. One of these selections was a commission from the 
Cathedral in Cadiz, which requested a work to be performed during Lent in 1785.Haydn composed seven slow 
movements for a small orchestral ensemble based on and known as “The Seven Last Words of Christ on the Cross.” 
The Words were to be read and a sermon preached on each one of them. It must have been a long service since the 
composition is in excess of 50 minutes. Haydn also arranged the music for string quartet. 
 Franz Josef Haydn, who somehow received the affectionate title “Papa”, was a prolific composer who wrote the 
music for the hymn tune generally known as the Austrian Hymn and found in the Lutheran Book of Worship as 
“Glories of Your Name are Spoken”. The melody has served as national anthems in both Imperial Austria and in 
Germany and at one time it served as the Royal anthem of Bulgaria.  
 Haydn was born in Rohrau, Lower Austria in the year 1732 and died in Vienna in 1809. He composed over 100 
symphonies, 80 string quartets, 50 concertos, many piano selections, 24 operas, 12 masses and many songs. He had a 
shrewish wife, Anna Maria Keller, who once demanded that since he was making a bit of money a cottage should be 
built for her widowhood. Haydn did just that and enjoyed living in it for many years after his wife died. Even during 
their lifetime Haydn found many excuses not to spend too many hours in her presence. He did spend many years at 
Eisenstadt, across the border in Hungary, in the service of the fine princely family of Esterhazy in 1761 and remained 
with the family until 1790 and wrote a huge quantity of music while there. In those days the role of a composer was 
the same as any other household servant, although Haydn seemed to have been treated well and with kindness.  
 There was one occasion when he and his musicians thought they deserved a holiday so they could go to their 
homes and visit family members. Haydn composed a symphony (No. 45 in F Minor) in which the musicians blew out 
their candles and left one at a time during the last movement until there was no-one left when the movement finished. 
It is reported that Prince Nicolaus Josef Esterhazy got the message. The symphony has since been known as the 
Farewell symphony and critics have evaluated it for its musical qualities rather than this romanticized story. 
 One of his compositions, “A Mass in d Minor”, has become known as the Nelson Mass. Lord Horatio Nelson, 
later hero of the Battle of Trafalgar, once visited Franz Josef Haydn in 1800 at Eisenstadt where the composer was 
also paying a visit. Apparently Lord Nelson asked Haydn for his pen, which the composer gave him and received, in 
return, Nelson’s gold watch. The Mass was written in 1798 and for some obscure reason, it was called the Nelson Mass 
probably through some association with this visit which might have led to incorrect information. In England it is 
known as the “Coronation Mass” and in France, “Messe Imperiale”. One elderly lady remarked, when she saw a 
recording of the Nelson Mass: “Imagine, a Mass for that old reprobate.” 
 There were a number of other masses composed by Haydn and apart from the numbers and the keys allotted to 
these sacred works many can be identified by specific names. The Mass No. 4 is known by “Missa St. Nicolai”; No. 5 is 
the “St. Joannis”; No. 7 has the title “Paukenmesse” and No. 10 is “The Resienmesse”, to honor the Empress Maria 
Theresa, wife of Francis II, who once sang the soprano part in the Haydn’s choral oratorio, The Seasons. This is not 
the famous Empress Maria Theresa who was greatly loved in Austria in the 18th century. The Missa Celensis No. 6 in 
C is known as “The Mariazellermesse”, named after the monastery in the village of Mariazell in Styria for which it was 
written. Haydn had made a pilgrimage to that monastery as a young man.  The “Paukenmesse” (German for drum 
mass) was composed at the time when Napoleon was threatening Vienna in 1796 and there are some suggestions of 
the threat of war. It has also been called after its Latin title “Missa in Tempore Belli”. The Mass No. 8 is “Heiligmesse” 
or the “Missa Sancti Bernardi von Offida”, a Capuchin monk from Italy who had recently been declared a Saint. 
 In his later years Haydn was accorded many honors by various societies who vied for the chance to load him 
down with medals and diplomas. His visits to London were arranged by impresario, Johann P Salomon and he was 
amazed how much of a celebrity he was because of the advance publicity. It has been written that even the Prince of 
Wales, (later Prince Regent and then King George IV) bowed to him and that at concerts the audience enthusiasm 
amounted to frenzy. For his London visit he wrote a number of Symphonies variously regarded as the London 
Symphonies or the Salomon Symphonies. One of the set was known as the Oxford, where he received a degree and the 
last, No. 104 was specifically called the London Symphony. 
 What Haydn did not see was the squalor and destitution so ruthlessly depicted by Hogarth, but he was impressed 
by wealth and high living of the noble classes that had come about with the help of mercantile expansion and colonial 
expansion. During his visit to London the English publisher Bland came to visit Haydn while the latter was shaving 
and the composer exclaimed that he would give his best string quartet for a good razor. The publisher hurried out and 
came back with a fine set of razors made of the best English steel and Haydn gave him the “Quartet No. 62 in F 
Minor,  op 55 No. 2”, which to this day is known as the “Razor Quartet”. The London visits were a huge succcess,  but 
it has been written that Haydn objected to having his dinner late as the English did (6 p.m) and arranged to have his 
served at 4 p.m. 
  

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Every author in some way portrays himself in his works, 
even if it be against his will. 

 
-- Goethe 
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uring the years 1930 and 1931 there were discussions by members of the Danish community in the city 
of Saint John concerning the feasibility of establishing a Lutheran church to serve those new 
immigrants from Denmark. A number of families, as well as individuals, had arrived in the area 
between 1920 and 1930 and thought it would be an excellent idea to hold services in the Danish 
language for these new immigrants. There was a distinct possibility that more Danes would be arriving 

despite the difficulties encountered after the stock market crash of 1929 and Depression that ensued. 
 In a field at the Jens Jensen property on Sandy Point Road in the late summer a number of these Danes decided 
that a congregation should be established and the first service in Danish would be held later in the fall. Rev. Ravnkilde 
Moller, a student pastor living in New Denmark, arrived and was appointed pastor of the parish, evidently with 
assistance and the blessings of the Bishop of Copenhagen. The Bishop of Copenhagen was the head of the church, 
known originally as Elijah Danish Lutheran Church. It is possible that some assistance was obtained from DKU 
(Dansk Kirke i Udlandet--Danish Church Abroad). In 1931 there was not a great deal of employment available and 
weekly salaries were very small. One member of the congregation at the time remarked that the total weekly salary of 
its members totaled almost fifty dollars. The building used for the services was the former Zion Methodist Church, 
located at the head of Wall Street where Rockland Road and Burpee Avenue meet. The minister of the church was a 
gentle, kindly short man by the name of Lawson who assisted in obtaining the building for use. The first service in the 
Danish language was held in October of 1931 and the building was used until a parsonage, with a room for services, 
was acquired by Pastor Møller on Rockland Road, opposite Park Street. This building no longer exists.  Many of the 
young Danish children were given instruction in a Sunday School. Among the teachers was Mrs. Carl Pedersen, who 
with husband and family had lived in Winnipeg before coming to Saint John in the early 1930’s. Mrs. Pedersen was 
the most dominant force in that church school and along with Mrs.Kristen (Viola) Skavn managed to impart stories 
from the Bible into a small but enthusiastic group of Danish children. The Sunday school classes were generally held 
on Sunday afternoon and later on Sunday morning. All the instruction was given in the Danish language. The Church 
services, using the shortened liturgy, were in Danish and eventually there was an English service on the third Sunday 
of the month. Eventually services in English and in Danish were offered Sunday mornings, with one early and the 
second service at 11 a.m.      
 During the time that services were held at the former Zion Methodist Church, Danish style gatherings were held 
at Christmas time and were established with the help of Viola Skavn, who organized dances around the Christmas tree 
for members of the congregation and their children. Small gifts were given to the children and on one occasion 
Heinrich Biermann made arrangements for Richard Truswell, an amateur magician, to entertain those present. There 
were always Danish baked goods prepared by the ladies and a good cup of coffee for the adults and treats for the 
children. 
 Among the early members of the first congregation were Lars Hansen and family, AP Ovesen & family, Heinrich 
Biermann and family, Andreas Jensen and family, Fritjof Nielsen, Axel Husted Christensen, Bonde, Vigo Sorensen 
and family, Ole and Sigrid Olsen and son Vagn, Erik Schmidt Harald and Gudrun Thomsen, Jens Jensen and family 
and the Mikaelsen family.  
 Kjeld Deichmann and his fiancée, Erika, were married in the church with the whole congregation in attendance. 
There was an incident with the Deichmann truck after the service but a member of the parish, AP Ovesen, came to the 
rescue and drove the bridal pair to their home. The Deichmanns later became well-known potters in the Moss Glen 
area and later at Sussex, and their artistry was known in many parts of the world.  
 The majority of the church members of the early 1930’s were young married couples and singles between the ages 
of 19 and 40. Among the first deaths in the congregation were two little girls, Freda and Mildred Agnes Thomsen, ages 
four and nine months. They were daughters of Harald and Gudrun (Davidsen) Thomsen. Gudrun Thomsen was sister 
to Kathrine Biermann and Sigrid Ovesen. They were buried in a cemetery at Westfield. The Thomsens had come to 
Canada in the very late 1920’s. First losses of adults in the church membership occurred when Carl Emil Colberg, 
Danish born streetcar conductor, died in the summer of 1949 and was buried from the church, with Pastor Peder 
Thorslev officiating. His widow, Ingeborg Colberg, died in 1940 and her funeral was held from the Church on Second 
Street, with Pastor Peder Thorslev officiating.  On December 6, 1941, the day before the Pearl Harbour disaster, Børge 
Pedersen, son of Olga and Chris Pedersen was killed while riding his bicycle on Rothesay Avenue. The family held 
membership in the church. In the fall of 1944, Hr. Flensted, a former Copenhagen banker, who settled first in New 
Denmark and later came to Saint John to work as accountant for TP Larsen, was buried with funeral service 
conducted by Rev. Archie Morck. One member who was buried from the church was of royal blood. 

 



 In 1936, the Millidge Home at 4 Second Street was acquired with apartment upstairs for pastor and family, 
church downstairs to the right as one entered the building and two congregational halls on the left.  There was a 
wooden porch at the front of the church and in the entrance hall there was a fine staircase that eventually turned left 
and right so that two sets of stairs led to the upper level, where the pastor and his family lived. The pastor’s office was 
also on the second level. The organ in the church was the old fashioned pump organ and early organists included 
Sigrid Olsen, Mrs. Viggo Sørensen, Henny Hansen, Mrs. Andreas Jensen and Sigrid Ovesen. The Sunday morning 
service was opened by Mr. Andreas Jensen, with a prayer, after which the pastor conducted the service. 
 It was a special event when the congregation could board the Majestic or the DJ Purdy at Indiantown at the foot 
of Main Street and hold a church picnic at Crystal Beach. The river boat would sail from Saint John at l p.m., arrive at 
Crystal beach at 3:20 and the return trip would be from 7:20 until about 9:30 p.m. There were two such picnics held 
in the summer of 1937, with Pastor Axel Husted Christensen conducting a short prayer service and in 1938 with 
Pastor Peder Thorslev officiating. At the 1937 prayer service, the pastor, at the height of his prayer, was splattered by 
bird dirt. The 1938 prayer service was not conducted from under that tree. Other picnics were held at Fox Hill near 
Apohaque and at Sussex on the farm of the Smedegaard family. An earlier church picnic was held at one of the Saint 
John River beaches, with transportation offered by florist Chris Pedersen on his motorboat, the Canada. Best 
memory from the picnic was congregation member Bonde falling off the stern of the boat while entertaining the 
church members with mandolin music. No serious injury but an unexpected swim. 
 To help in sustaining the parish congregation, Heinrich Biermann and Ole Olsen established Bingo Games to be 
held in the church hall. In those days this gambling game was known as Housie. The first games were held either in 
the latter months of 1936 or early months of 1937. Prizes offered winners included Coronation Plates commemorating 
the crowning of King George VI and Queen Elizabeth. Sometimes there were ten pound bags of sugar. It eventually 
attracted many patrons and as the crowds increased it was decided to rent a hall on Main Street between Douglas 
Avenue and Adelaide Street. The hall was on the left hand side of the street going toward Indiantown. Vagn Olsen 
called the numbers and later was assisted by Poul Thorslev, son of the pastor and occasionally Helmer Biermann 
would take a turn. This method of raising funds for the congregation was discontinued sometime around 1943. At 
times the members of the Women’s Committee, with the help of the congregation, would hold bazaars or hold Teas to 
get funds for church coffers. In later years, the custom of holding Teas, Sales and Bingos was generally frowned upon, 
since the Bishops and other members of the church hierarchy decided the Church was not a commercial venture. 
Monies received in the church coffers were through voluntary offerings by members of the various parishes.  
 After Ravnkilde Møller and family left, a call was sent to Peder Thorslev, who arrived with his family from the 
United States in October of 1937. There were five children in the pastor’s family. Louise, Paul, Priscilla were in the late 
teens and there were two young boys. They were housed the first night of arrival at the home of Ole and Sigrid Olsen 
at 3 Elm Street, although the Olsens were not notified that there were five children arriving along with the Pastor and 
his wife. During the time that Pastor Thorslev served the congregation there was a young people’s organization in the 
church, which attracted young persons not members of the congregation and for a short period the church was open 
to a club of teenagers who gathered on Monday nights and created a number of activities including attempts at 
offering some drama. 
 After only three years at Second Street, the Thorslev family left and since it was wartime and there was no contact 
with the Bishop of Copenhagen, local church affairs were handled by a council. There was contact with a synodical 
type organization in Nebraska, who promised to send out a call for a pastor to look after the Danish congregation in 
Saint John. 
 Late in the fall of 1940 the Rev. Niels Nielsen accepted the call. Pastor Nielsen was an elderly pastor probably 80 
or older who had been retired more or less for 35 years. For a while he had lived in Herndon, Iowa, but later had 
served for a time after that with the Indians at Oaks, Oklahoma. While there he had organized an excellent school for 
boys that had received a great deal of praise. He had been a widower for about 15 years and his wife had been buried 
in Elkhorn, Iowa, in the southwestern part of the state. Pastor Nielsen held very few services during his tenure in 
Saint John, but in a very short period won many friends in the city. He stayed for a while with Ole and Sigrid Olsen on 
Elm Street after his arrival.  
 During the winter of 1941 he suffered from the harsh temperature in the city and one of the first days in February 
he was hospitalized at Saint John General Hospital. He died there on February 1, 1941 and a funeral service was 
conducted by a local clergyman on Monday. His body was sent to Iowa where it was interred alongside his wife at 
Elkhorn in Iowa. He had been born in the middle of the 19th century in Denmark and had come to the United States 
in 1891. At the time of his service in Saint John, the name of the church had changed from Elijah to the United Danish 
Evangelical Lutheran Church. 
 On the same Sunday, February 9, 1941, Fritjof Nielsen, who owned a service station at the One Mile House in 
Saint John had gone on an errand to Hampton, leaving his friend Helga Schultz at home. On his return from his trip, 
he noticed a car in the ditch. He stopped to render assistance since he had a tow rope and other service station items 
in the trunk of his vehicle. After pulling the car from the ditch, he was untying the tow rope when he was struck by 
another vehicle. The driver had failed to see the vehicle and the Good Samaritan; Fritjof Nielsen was thrown against 
the windshield of the other car and killed instantly. Mr. Nielsen had been one of the founding members of the Danish 
congregation and was one of the original church board members. Before coming to Canada he had operated a 
furniture factory in Denmark.  For some short period, after arriving on this side of the ocean in 1926, he had lived in 
Western Canada. At the one mile house, besides his service station and garage, he had a kennel of Scottie and Spaniel 
dogs, which he named after notable world leaders. Funeral service for Mr. Nielsen was at the church on Wednesday, 
Feb 12, with Rev. W. C. Murray officiating. Interment took place in Fernhill Cemetery.  The only two members of the 
Danish Lutheran Church with the name Nielsen had died on the same Sunday in February of 1949.   



 During the War Years from 1939 until 1945 the Saint John port was a beehive of activity and many ships with 
Danish, Swedish, Norwegian and Finnish crew members came to the church and often attended the church services 
and during the Christmas season, there were parties in the church hall. One memorable event was at Christmas 1944 
when upwards of 150 persons packed into the building on Second Street. Danish and Norwegian sailors were at sea on 
Allied ships, including the famous Empire Knight which was torpedoed off the coast of New England and made the 
news in the 1990’s when it was discovered that dangerous material was stored in the hull of the wreck. The Swedish 
sailors were crew members of the vessels in the white fleet that sailed from Saint John to Piraeus, Greece with grain 
for the Greek population. Many of the guests at church services and congregational parties came from Swedish vessels 
such as the MV Formosa and MV Nagara, which were in the port for seven to ten days.  T. P. Larsen, who was the 
Honorary Danish Vice-Counsel in Saint John, assisted in directing Scandinavian seamen to the church. 
 The “Young Peoples”, as it was designated until the phrase “Luther League” was coined in another part of the 
country, became an integral part of the church with meetings each Thursday evening. The young people, with the 
pastor as adviser, offered prayers, messages, bible readings, hymn singing and various forms of entertainment. The 
organization had a president, vice-president, secretary and treasurer and every member was given an opportunity to 
contribute to the evening’s meeting. There were always refreshments with coffee, tea or a carbonated drink. For a 
number of years during the mid-1940’s, Hudson Spear, a former theater pianist in his hometown of Sussex, was the 
official accompanist, who quickly learned to  play the Danish hymns and the Danish folksongs.  For a couple of years 
this Presbyterian was more or less adopted as an honorary Lutheran and could be depended on to accompany the 
hymns and songs at these Thursday gatherings (without remuneration-he was one of the gang). The marks of his 
lighted cigarettes were forever engraved on the ivory keys of the piano as he accompanied the singing.  
 Many Thursday evenings were given over to congregational events in which both the adult members and the 
young people collaborated. One such occasion was after the Nazi invasion of Denmark in 1940 when members of the 
church gathered to offer prayers and words of support to King Christian X and members of the Danish Royal Family.  
During March members of the Danish Lutheran Church and Danish citizens living in Saint John assembled at the 
Royal Hotel for a dinner and dance and with a radio hookup to Copenhagen, sent greetings to King Frederik IX.  
 After the Second World War, there was an invitation given to Lutheran Young People in New Brunswick, Quebec 
and Ontario to attend conferences on the October Thanksgiving Weekend. The first was held in Montreal at the 
church on Dorchester Street, where Pastor Beck and his wife lived and held church services. The registration took 
place on Saturday evening with an introductory meeting with church services at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m. a tour on Sunday 
afternoon. It was a combination of church services, business and social and it was a grand opportunity to make 
friends with other Lutheran young people from various cities. In those early years, though, there was no contact with 
Lutherans in Nova Scotia. 
 In February of 1949 Paul John Jørgensen, a Danish born Canadian citizen who lived in Saint John since 1929, 
received the King Christian X medal for services rendered during the Second World War. The medal was sent by King 
Frederik IX and presented by T P Larsen, the Danish vice counsel in Saint John on behalf of the monarch. Paul 
Jorgensen was married to a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Andreas Jensen and lived on Crearar Court. He was employed 
as a bank messenger at the Bank of Nova Scotia.   
 The meeting in 1947 was held in Toronto and there were generally six or seven representatives from Saint John in 
attendance. At the Toronto meeting there was some heated discussion with other Lutherans as to whether the Saint 
John church should continue its association with the North American Lutheran council in the United States or 
request rejoining the forces with the Church in Denmark and be under the supervision of the Bishop of Copenhagen.   
 The pastors who have served the church in Saint John are Rev. Ravnkilde Moller, Rev. Peter Thorslev, Rev. Peter 
Nielsen, Rev. Archibald N. Morck, Rev Emil Nommesen, Rev. Victor Monk, Rev. Ernest Felker, Rev. Douglas Conrad, 
Rev. Thomas Graham. Two pastors served during the summer months before their ordination; Rev. Axel Husted 
Christensen, who was in Saint John during the summer of 1937 and stayed with the Biermanns on Chesley Street and 
Rev. Ronald Jensen in the mid-1940’s. When there was no pastor to serve the congregation the services were from 
time to time officiated by guest clergy or members of the congregation.  
 One occasion that the board of the church felt it was necessary to hold a special church service was after the death 
of King Christian X who died in April of 1947 the Rev. Ernest Ramsay, a United Church minister formerly from St. 
David’s Church on Sydney in the city, was invited to officiate at the service.  
 The Millidge home at 4 Second Street served the congregation well during years following its acquisition and 
after the war experienced changes in the makeup of the membership, when a number of local Danish community 
members moved to British Columbia and some returned to Denmark. Then there was an influx of new immigrants 
from Europe with a large number coming from the Baltic States which had suffered heavily under the domination of 
Soviet oppression, and many others from Germany, seeking opportunities in North America.  
 During all these changes, a major disaster struck the Danish community when the Danish Lutheran church 
building was destroyed by fire on February 28, 1949. This was a two-alarm fire that was first notice by Magnus Funk, 
who lived with his wife in a building at the rear of the Church. The alarm was sounded from Cranston Avenue at 6:19 
a.m. and was the first of four fires to strike the city of Saint John on that day. Several trucks responded to the fire 
along with Fire Chief McCluskey and it was several hours before the conflagration was brought under control. The 
structure, which was originally a three storey home owned by Thomas Millidge, a shipbuilder in Saint John, was 
constructed 100 years earlier and was the only structure in that area of the city at the time. In order to give his 
workers a job during one winter, the home was built by workers employed by Mr. Millidge. In construction there was 
a large number of hand hewn pieces of lumber used, no doubt the same as used in the construction of ships. The 
name of the family, Millidge, would give its name to what has been for many decades known as Millidgeville. Thomas 
Millidge was also chairman of the original Bank of New Brunswick.  
 



 The fire department had every available manpower and all trucks in use that February day with three other blazes 
in the city. Firemen struggled to contain the fire, but also had to use water to hose down the home at the corner of 
Cranston Avenue and Second Street. Number 4 Second Street was nearly completely destroyed, but 2 Second Street 
was left practically untouched.  
 The pastor of the church, the Rev. Emil Nommesen, was out of town at the time, but there was concern that Miss 
Ursa Pedersen, the housekeeper, was in the building. She had spent the night with friends on Cranston Avenue. Only 
items saved were a piano, the organ and pulpit which had been carried out of the building by Mr. and Mrs. Funk, who 
had originally lived in New Denmark. An April wedding had been planned for Greta Funk and Axel Jensen at the 
church. Among the treasures lost was the fine painting of Jesus in Gethsemane which hung over the altar and a large 
collection of valuable books in both the English and Danish languages. This library was on the second floor of the 
structure, used as the parsonage for the clergy and family. Mr. and Mrs. Funk escaped the flames with their clothes.  
 During the height of the fire, a huge cloud of smoke could be seen over the city, which attracted hundreds of 
people. The author of this history arrived on the scene at 9 a.m. and at that time the building had been completely 
gutted. One fireman, Lt. George Nixon, suffered a broken ankle and was taken to the Saint John General Hospital. 
Neighbours in the area served coffee to the firemen during the fire. The century-old structure had been purchased 
from the Millidge family in 1936. 
 A former army hut on Burma Road in Saint John East was used for a while to hold services. The offer came 
through the generosity and consideration of C. N. Wilson, who was the president of the Saint John Shipbuilding 
Company where some of the young Danes had jobs. The women of the church did a terrific job cleaning the building 
to get ready for the first service, which was well attended. In the new temporary building were the piano and the 
pulpit which had been saved by the firemen who fought the blaze. At the time church services were held in Danish on 
the first, second and fourth Sundays, with English service on the third Sunday each month. A building fund raised 
$100 and there was a small insurance policy that covered $1,000. There is a story that maintains that the policy in 
force had been reduced in order to save premiums, but this cannot be confirmed. There had been also an appeal for 
funds.   
 A new white building built of brick, with a parsonage to the left of the church, was completed by August of 1950 
and the first service in the new structure was conducted by Rev. Emil Nommesen with a Dean of the Lutheran Church 
in New City, Rev. Vidabek as special guest. Dean Vidabek had been in Saint John for a meeting with the council and 
some members of the congregation in October of 1947. The Mayor Saint John, Ernest Patterson, was also in 
attendance. He had assisted the congregation by declaring a “Tag Day” to solicit funds after the fire and the amount 
raised exceeded $700, which was a sizable amount in 1950. The first official function in the new structure was on that 
day, when the Baptism of Catherine Biermann, took place.   
  If the first drastic change in the Danish Lutheran Church was the fire of 1949, the second major change was the 
change from Danish Lutheran Church to membership in the Nova Scotia Synod, which later became the Atlantic 
Conference of the Eastern Canada Synod of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada. The break came in the years 
1956 and 1957 and when Rev. Victor Monk became the parish clergyman in Saint John in the spring of 1957, there was 
a whole new change in the service at the church. The short liturgical service that had been used for 25 years was 
replaced by an extended liturgical service that was based on the reforms from the Roman Catholic Mass as instigated 
by Martin Luther in the decade that followed the break from Rome. 
  The book used was called the Common Service Book and Hymnal. Pastor Monk, early in his pastorate in Saint 
John, used the sermon on one of his Sundays to offer some explanation of the various forms of the Mass as it was now 
used in the Lutheran Church in North America. The importance of the liturgy has become well understood by parish 
memberships throughout the Lutheran Church in all of North America. Many of the larger churches are able to use 
the Complain Service, the last prayer service on the Canon of Hours used in monasteries in bygone days. Those who 
get to the annual Synod meeting or the National Meeting enjoy the benefit of this special service, which is generally 
offered at 10 p.m. From the time of Pastor Monk’s arrival until the first decade of the new millennium, there were 
more changes and two succeeding service books used by the church in Saint John. Christmas Eve services during this 
period were based on the Danish Christmas Eve with Service at 3:30, since many of the families celebrated Danish 
Christmas Eve with Christmas dinner and opening of the gifts on December 24. One of the special services offered at 
Hope was during an anniversary marking the Reformation of 1517, when the Chorale Service of Holy Communion was 
used. This was a service that followed the tradition of Luther’s German Mass.  
 One of the important traditions of the Lutheran Church has been the preaching of the Word, which is based on 
Scripture. Since the first sermons of Pastor Thomas Graham, messages from the pulpit have been among the finest 
one could ever hear within the four walls of the church. Compelling, dramatic, intelligent and often more unique than 
the more academic preaching, the sermons heard at Hope Lutheran Church have become legendary not only within 
the community but throughout the Synod and even the National Church. The Lutheran Service also has the unique 
advantage of boasting some of the finest hymns, both in text and music, that can be found anywhere in the world. 
Many of them came from the post-Reformation era when outstanding composers used the chorale form to express in 
music the words based on scripture. Hope Lutheran also has been able to use several hymns that were created by 
hymn writers of the Scandinavian countries.  
  The 50th anniversary at the church was observed in September, 1981 with Bishop William Huras from the 
Eastern Canada Synod in attendance. There was a church service at 11 a.m. with Pastor Thomas Graham officiating, 
message by Bishop Huras, and Suzanne Wood as organist. Additional music was offered by the Friends of Music, a 
local choral group directed by Elizabeth Janes. Special hymns were selected including “Lord, Take My Hand” and 
“Lead Me and One There Is., Above All Others.”  
 At the 50th anniversary luncheon held in the church hall, Thor Brodersen introduced the people at the Head 
Table which included Deputy Mayor of Saint John, Mel Vincent who brought greetings from the Mayor Robert 



Lockhart and Common Council; Donald Powell, who gave the official welcome, and Helmer Biermann who gave the 
opening remarks. Rev. Thomas Graham brought greetings to the assembled guests and Rev. Willis Ott said grace. 
Bishop Huras, who had delivered the message at the church service, was at the head table. Also at the head table were  
Sigrid Ovesen and Heinrich Biermann, who had been founding and continuing members of the parish. The cover of 
the official program was a combination of symbols appropriate for the occasion and designed by Edith (Brodersen) 
McQuay. The red and white of the Danish Flag, the world’s oldest, was symbolic of the Danish Immigrants who 
organized the first congregation in 1931 and is also the colors of the flag of Canada. Red and white are also two of the 
colors used in the chancel paraments during the church year. The Latin cross was a symbol of Christian Faith and 
rested on a white arch denoting aspiration The gold circle of eternity containing the Trinity Triangle had the inscribed 
“50” symbolic of 50 years of confessed faith in the unity of the Godhead.  
 There were many crises throughout the many years since 1931, and when the latest occurred during the year 
1993, Don Powell, treasurer on the church council since before the mid 1950’s, best expressed in 1995. He said very 
succinctly: “We decided to haul up our socks and go out and work and I think it is working.” 98% of the problems 
over the decades has been centered in financial viability and the need to pay bills. But the centerpiece for the parish 
and its commitment has best been expressed by the words directed by Pastor Tom Graham and quoted in a 1995 
Evening Times Globe article by Mike Mullen: “Every time a liturgy is chanted, a hymn sung or a sermon preached 
these days at tiny Hope Evangelical Lutheran Church, it speaks of a renewed hope for the future.” 
 On occasions the loss of membership was one of the causes of crises in the parish or as Don Powell said: “We had 
so many families move away for economic reasons and so many members who died at one time that we just 
couldn’t replace them.” The first such exodus was after the Second World War when many families moved west and 
some returned to Denmark. The redemption came in the form of new members from Germany, Estonia, Hungary and 
other European lands, who left that continent between 1947 and 1952. By the time of the 21st century, Hope 
Evangelical Lutheran Church in Saint John was one of five Lutheran Churches in New Brunswick. Four of them 
belong to the Atlantic Conference of the Eastern Synod of the Evangelical Lutheran Church in Canada. The head office 
of the church is in Winnipeg and the National Bishops to hold office include Bishop Donald Solberg, Bishop Telmor 
Sartison and Bishop Raymond Schultz. In the fall of 1994 Bishop Sartison became the first National Bishop to visit 
Saint John. 
 During the more than 70 year history of the Parish, there have also been at least two student pastors and several 
clergymen from other denominations who have assisted when no clergyman was in Saint John. A close friend of many 
Danish immigrants, Axel Husted Christensen, lived in Saint John and during the summer of 1937 came here as a 
student pastor and lived with Heinrich and Kathrine Biermann at 65 Chesley Street for a number of weeks. Pastor 
Christensen was married to Ellen Ravn, daughter of Danish parents who lived in Kings County and he was pastor in 
several churches in the west including one at Powell River, British Columbia. He returned to Saint John for a visit 
when the parish celebrated its 30 year anniversary in 1961. The congregation of the parish has over the years 
comprised of a total of 20 different nationalities.    
 During the more that 70 years of the church, faith, fellowship and devotion had been paramount, but so also had 
the many crises the members encountered over the years. These crises had always two parts, one being membership 
the other being finances. If at times there was the threat of collapse, the parish has functioned through difficulties.  
 On the observance of Reformation Day, Sunday, October 31, 2004, a unique and well organized Potluck Lunch 
was followed by one of most ingenious renewal meetings that was termed a New Beginning, which looked at the 
positive things the parish could boast and requested members to make suggestions for the future. The event was the 
brainchild of Dr. Kate Frego, who inspired enthusiasm with some unusual and creative fun and games theme that 
caused those in attendance to look to the past and to create a plan for the future. The main problem facing the parish 
on October 31, 2004 was the small membership and much was done on this particular Sunday to give enthusiasm to 
the idea of getting new members.   
 In recent years one of the innovations was the creation of a newsletter, sponsored by each printing by members of 
the congregation with Parish news, interesting articles, inspirational messages and a touch of humour. Various 
members of the parish take turns to offer their services in keeping things bright and beautiful when doing altar duty.  
 In December of 2004, the mother of our dedicated organist, Gerry McCann died. Mrs. Geraldine McCann had 
been a music teacher in Saint John and had played the organ at St. Pius Church. On two occasions, Marylin Kullman, 
a student at UNBSJ was kind enough to play at the morning service during the important season of Advent. Her 
expressive and musicianly approach to the music at the organ was greatly appreciated.  
 

 
 
[Editor’s note:] The History of Hope Lutheran Church of Saint John, NB was created by members of the Parish of 
Hope Evangelical Lutheran Church and was written by Dad as a project to mark the 75th anniversary of the Church 
and to commemorate its congregations for posterity. On the website for Hope Lutheran Church of Saint John, Dad 
was given credit for this; it said: “A special thank-you to the late Helmer Biermann, our church's dedicated historian, 
for his invaluable input into the short history of Hope Lutheran.” The present pastor of Hope Evangelical Lutheran 
Church is the Rev. Tom Graham, who has been Pastor since 1972. He officiated at the funeral services for Katrine & 
Heine Biermann, AP and Sigrid Ovesen, Dad and also at Mom’s funeral service, along with the minister from Germain 
Street Baptist Church. 



   

 

 

- Die Kaiser - 

 

 
 
 

t might be said that the early death of one Emperor and the foreign policy shift of another determined 
the events of the 20th century. What the Germans called “Die Drei Kaiser Jahr” was the fateful year of 
1888 when Kaiser Wilhelm I died and his successor Friedrich Wilhelm only survived a few months. The 
grandson of Queen Victoria would become Emperor of Germany as Kaiser Wilhelm II and his uncle 
Prince Bertie would ascend the throne of the British Empire as Edward VII in 1901. From the days of 
the Plantagenet’s until the Battle of Waterloo, the French and the English had been bitter enemies. One 

man was to change that when Bertie became very much pro-French. His queen, Alexandra of Denmark, had a loathing 
for Germany, but this was not really a factor in the swirl of events after 1888 but stemmed from the annexation of 
North Schleswig in 1864. 
 Kaiser Friedrich III on his accession to the Imperial throne said he hoped that his reign would be beneficial this 
people, useful to his country and a blessing to the empire. His liberal thinking was similar to that of his English wife, 
Victoria, and his mother the dowager Empress Augusta of Weimar. Empress Augusta was both progressive and open-
minded who, like the Emperor, deplored the hatreds that existed between some peoples. Both were appalled at the 
anti-Semitic movements throughout some parts of the world.  
 Queen Victoria had in her consort Albert of Saxe Coburg a remarkable and exceptional companion. He was a 
music lover, an uncompromising Lutheran, good-natured and had a fine sense of duty. It is certainly evident that had 
these two lived well into the first decade of the 20th century, the First World War would never have taken place.  
 Although much is made of Kaiser Wilhelm’s mistakes in foreign policy and his sometimes vainglorious 
personality, his attitude toward England was once that included a desire for an agreement. There is no question that 
he admired everything English but the barrier to an English-German alliance was unquestionably partly due to the 
attitude of Edward VII. 
 The Kaiser was very concerned with the welfare of his people and he was at odds with Bismarck over the Empire’s 
attitude toward the German working class, whom the Kaiser supported. His colonial policy was also one of 
benevolence toward the natives in Africa and not brutal like the Belgians and French or exploitive as the English. 
 What affected the ordinary citizens of Germany more than the chessboard of political intrigue were the many 
social reforms that took place during the last 25 years of the 19th century. An autocratic monarchy could easily co-
exist with a happy people. It had been very successful in Austria, which could never have experienced the horrors of a 
revolution such as plagued France in the last 11 years of the 18th century. What affected the German Empire were the 
Industrial Revolution and the Colonial Expansion. The growth of science and technology and agricultural reforms also 
contributed to what some people came to consider the best period in which to live. More than one person has said 
that Germany between 1888 and 1914 enjoyed best of times. Politically what accelerated the rivalry between England 
and Germany was the desire that both would be major naval powers. This did not sit well with British politicians. 
There has also been some conflict created by the educational aims of the Germans. The Kaiser was against the use of 
child labor. This would be a thorn in the side of the British Lords who owned the coal mines in Britain where cheap 
child labor added to the profits.  
 The social reforms in Germany may not have pleased the Junkers or autocratic minded politicians but it also 
thwarted the aims of those who had succumbed to the Marxist theories. When the Kaiser gave the working class 
reforms the revolutionary Marxists lost ground. They only thrived when there was an economic slump. 
 It was Germany that led the way with a spectacular and speedy industrial expansion while at the same time 
setting a standard for a systematic social legislation. Some social legislation was in the mind of Prince Bismarck but 
later he changed his mind and it was up to Kaiser Wilhelm to get rid of his chancellor so he could implement his ideas 
of social reform He firmly believed that a happy nation made for a mighty nation.  
 Germany’s neighbours were certainly impressed with the social strides and several nations copied the ideas. In 
Germany there had been legislation that provided insurance against illness, accident and incapacity in old age. It was 
to benefit blue collar workers and eventually was codified to include agricultural workers and domestic servants. It 
must have been a boon to people living in the flatlands of Ostfriesland, where the Biermann family had lived for 
several centuries. During this period there also arose voluntary organizations which gave assistance to the general 
public and individuals in times of stress. It is significant that the Austro-Hungarian Empire adopted accident and 
sickness insurance as early as 1887-1888. The industrial revolution in Germany included steel manufacturing as well 
as electrical and chemical industries. Industrial expansion and social justice went hand in hand and there was 



tremendous improvement in disease control and sanitation. German monarchs in Vienna and Berlin may have 
believed in the divine right of kings but they also made sure that a majority of the citizenry was kept happy. A 
hundred years before the year of the three kings, the emperors of Austria encouraged Austrians to enjoy life to the 
fullest and opened the Prater, the Imperial Augarten and other places of amusement and the Viennese could waltz 
away their nights to the music of the Strausses and it kept up for 100 years. 
 Many of the social welfare reforms that were introduced in Britain where debtors’ prisons, poor houses and child 
labour were ugly scars came from the European continent. The German lands were realistic in understanding the 
needs of the average citizen and they instigated the systems of old age pensions, national factory inspections and 
legislation in educational reform. The employment of children under 12 was prohibited. Many of the trade union acts, 
insurance schemes, pensions and welfare acts that came to Britain were modeled on laws and ideas that came into 
existence between 1883 and 1889. New research in agriculture greatly improved the lifestyles of the farmers. From 
the time when Kaiser Wilhelm II ascended the throne until the First War a good living was made by those engaged in 
agriculture. The biggest threat was from the vast farmlands of the New World. 
 The remarkable expansion of public education and the battle against illiteracy was seen as all-important. In eh 
field of cooperatives, Denmark led the way and had 1,000 cooperatives by 1891 that produced eggs, bacon, butter 
other dairy products and fruit. The adult education schools in Denmark had a remarkable effect on that country’s 
prosperity. 
 In Germany and Austria all improvements went hand in hand with better housing and municipal councils were 
authorized to make improvements, which were done in a sensible and controlled manner. The thorny matter of 
Schleswig and Holstein was complicated and the issue was a two way avenue. It was sensibly resolved by the 
plebiscite held in 1920, which was according the wish of the King Christian X and the Danish parliament, not the 
fumbling Allies whose ridiculous ideas and treaties only led to the Second World War.  
 Basically, the 19th century was one of peace, despite the Franco-Prussian conflict brought about by the 
irresponsible acts of both parties and the foolishness of an over-ambitious Napoleon III. The major responsibility for 
the events after 1888 can be laid at the feet of Edward VII but generally it was simply a matter of a power struggle 
between two major empires. 
 But the events were a part of the history that became part of the Biermann family history from the time Johann 
Heinrich Bernhard Biermann left Friesenland settled permanently in Nord Schleswig. The best comment on the 
period from 1888 until 1914 was made by Heinrich Biermann (born 1898) who was resolute in feeling that the people 
of Germany including those in Nord Schleswig enjoyed the best of times during that quarter of a century. 
 

 
 





  - Danish Xmas -  

 

 
 
 
 
 

- Glaede Jul - 
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he blending of different customs has been a way of life in New Brunswick since the landing of the 
Loyalists 200 years ago. It became part of the mosaic as English, French, Scottish, Irish, Danish and 
German immigrants landed. They are very apparent during the festive and holy season of Christmas. 
Sometimes through necessity or a different life-style, the customs become mixed with a new way of 
living, but the basics of each ethnic group or national group are still very much in evidence. Most 
Danish families living on this side of the Atlantic still adhere to the celebration they knew in the old 

country or that has been passed down from family to family. 
 For Danes, the traditional celebrations begin on December 24th and only end with Epiphany or the day of The 
Three Kings; thus it has been a custom not to remove the Christmas tree until the end of the 12 days of Christmas. 
Practical and spiritual preparations begin with the first Sunday in Advent and in Lutheran Churches in America, the 
Advent calendar is lighted. For the children in Denmark, as in many European countries, the colorful Advent 
Calendar is on display. Behind each numbered day is a bright picture in miniature and when the children open the 
flap marked “24” – it is Christmas! 
 The Christmas Eve ser vice in Denmark is traditionally late in the afternoon. In New Brunswick, where some 
businesses are open until 5 o’clock or later, it is more practical to hold a candlelight service at 6:30. In the early years 
of the century it was not unusual for some businesses or factories in Denmark to remain close for the entire 12 days of 
the festive season. 
 Traditionally the December 24th Christmas dinner, following a late afternoon church service, has the goose as its 
main course, although Danish-Canadians have often substituted turkey. The stuffing is not the bread potato and spice 
used in English-speaking homes, but a delicate mixture of apple and prune, which adds flavour to both the bird and 
the gravy. But no Danish Christmas dinner would be complete without the red cabbage, boiled in water, vinegar with 
sugar added and maybe a little red currant jelly or the juice of a lemon instead of too much vinegar. For dessert there 
is generally “ris a l amande” made with rice, whipped cream, chopped almonds and perhaps a bit of sherry mixed in 
the gelatin. Somewhere in the pudding is a whole almond and the lucky person to find it generally receives a small 
gift. The rice pudding is often topped with hot cherry sauce. For many Danish-Canadians the real mince pie has 
become part of the meal. Following the Christmas dinner, the dishes are cleared away, washed and dried and then the 
family goes into the parlor. But, often the gifts are not opened immediately. First there is a reading of the Christmas 
story and perhaps the singing of a few traditional Christmas hymns and carols.  As in most countries, there is a 
Danish translation of the famous Austrian Mohr-Gruber, “Silent Night” but there are also many lovely Danish hyms 
and carols, with poignant verses and famous poets of the north. After the Christmas gifts have been opened, there 
might be dancing around the tree – if it has been placed in the center of the room. The late night snack might well be 
coffee and a variety of Danish Christmas cookies, including the delicious “pebbernodder”, a recipe that includes 
upwards of 20 ingredients. A little glass of Danish Cherry Heering is served as well. 
 In Denmark, the children don’t hang their stockings by the fireplace or from the mantel. A shoe (a wooden shoe, 
as often as not) may be placed in strategic place, not for “Santa Claus”, but for Santa’s helpers (celled “Julenisser”) to 
fill. Generally it is filled with the traditional Marsipan figures and perhaps some fruit and nuts. The Christmas tree is 
decorated with bright ornaments and in early days with carefully placed candles and of course, the tree is strung with 
many red and white Danish flags. After the Christmas Eve festivities at home, the next day or two are generally spent 
in visiting. It has often been said that on First Christmas Day one-half of Denmark is visiting the other half. And the 
traditional greeting rings out everywhere. Glaede Jul! 
 One thing never changes – Christmas is for the family and it is also synonymous with eating. Christmas day and 
often on the following days there are lavish lunches with open face sandwiches, fish, meat, cheese and liver pates ( a 
meat spread), generally washed down with snaps (“akvavit”, a potent transparent carroway seed-flavoured drink) and 
beer. 
 Christmas cards, first used in England have become a common way to send greetings throughout the world, but 
the use of the Xmas seal to fight tuberculosis is more recent. The idea was the inspiration of Danish postmaster, Einar 
Holboll (1865-1922), who found a way of making the Christmas card useful. 
  
 
[Editor’s Note:] Dad wrote this article, slightly edited, for the newspaper and it appeared in the Evening Times Globe, 
dated 23 December 1977. It was titled, “Danes Begin Celebrating on December 24.” 
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- Dad’s Eulogy & Final Tributes -  
 

 
 

“It is not how much you do, but how 
much love you put in the doing” 

 
 Dad’s funeral was held at Brennan’s Funeral Home on Paradise Row. It occurred on Thursday, December 1st. The 
service was performed by pastor Tom Graham of Hope Lutheran Church where Dad had been a member off the 
congregation since it’s founding in 1931. Mom’s funeral service was also at Brennan’s. I had not intended to deliver 
Dad’s eulogy, simply because I did not know if I was capable of maintaining my composure (?). Events transpired, 
however, which quickly changed my mind.  

Veronica and I stayed at 208 Pitt Street, where Mom and Dad had lived since December of 1989. We arrived in 
Saint John on Tuesday. It was definitely difficult to return to Pitt Street and to walk around the apartment where 
veronica and I shared so many good memories with Mom & Dad. I had a restless sleep the first night thinking about 
Dad and the upcoming funeral. I kept going over events in Dad’s life particularly all the good times we had as a family. 
As I mentioned in the eulogy his life revolved around his devotion to Mom and us kids.  It seemed that Dad was 
calling out to me in my sleep. 

I talked to Cathy and Karl the next day and they encouraged me to do the eulogy.  We talked about Mom and Dad 
and had a good time remembering stories.  Karl and Cathy suggested I mention a few particular humorous things 
about Dad and the speech started to form inside my mind.  I went into dad’s room and fittingly composed a brief 
speech on the old 486 computer. 

Dad’s cousin Jenny came down from Toronto to attend the service and reception. In the funeral parlor on the eve 
of the funeral, she briefly talked about Dad’s life and his sense of humour. As I listened carefully to Jenny, my 
confidence increased and I knew that it was the right thing to do. Dad might be listening and would have a good laugh 
at what we had to say. 

The day of the funeral arrived. Veronica and I left 208 Pitt and drove down past the newspaper office. A truck, 
coming off the causeway suddenly veered in front of us and almost hit us. If Dad were driving I am sure he would have 
made a choice comment, as he always complained about Saint John drivers. I was about to curse at the driver, when, 
on the back of the truck, was a sign that said: “The Great Dane”. Veronica and I looked at each and smiled. Dad was 
with us!   

The funeral hall was full. A lot of people had turned up to pay their final respects to Dad. I admit I was nervous 
but kept an inner smile, awaiting my time. I was obviously going to be respectful but would also enjoy poking fun at 
Dad and his habits. Karl, Veronica and I always had a good time with Dad and I know he enjoyed all the banter over 
the years. 

The family agreed it was a nice final farewell to Dad. I hope he was listening! 
 

________________ 
 

A few days after the funeral some articles appeared in the local newspaper paying tribute to Dad and all the work 
he had done for the Saint John arts and music scene. At the season premiere of the Saint John Symphony a tribute to 
Dad was given as well. These articles follow the eulogy.   

In the final few weeks Cathy was always at the hospital with Dad as she had been for Mom. She was continuously 
at his bedside when he was moved into palliative care. He had taken a really bad turn and the family knew he would 
not live more than a few days. Karl unfortunately was in Montreal and could not get a plane out until Sunday, 
November 30th. He arrived at the hospital Sunday afternoon around 3:30 only to have Dad pass away 15 minutes 
later. Sensing in late October/early November that Dad’s health was rapidly deteriorating, Veronica and I made plans 
to arrive on Monday, November 28th. It was too late for us to see Dad one last time.   

When I returned to Regina a week after the funeral I immediately looked over all the family items I had found in 
Dad’s den. My high school friend Bobby Selby took many of his cassettes on classical music. I viewed the hundreds of 
slides that Dad had. After about a week I placed all the family heirlooms and documents in a box. I found it difficult to 
attempt to organize his work at that time.  Upon returning from Saint John this past August I decided it was time to 
publish Dad’s work. He would have been 85 in February of 2008. 

This book ends with a poem, “A Parents Love” and verses from two cards I sent to Mom and Dad on the occasion 
of their 40th wedding anniversary in 1989. This is my final tribute and “song of praise” to two wonderful, loving and 
caring parents. 
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- Eulogy -  
Helmer Biermann 

12/01/05 
 

Reflections  
by  

Schani Biermann 
 

On behalf of the family I would like to say a few words about Dad. [1] I could probably talk for hours and hours about 
Dad. 
 
First, let me thank everyone who came here today to remember Dad. 
 
I am truly amazed at the number of people that he knew. If Dad were standing here today I am sure he could tell 
many a story about his contact with every one of you - and you in turn could tell one about Dad. Boy, could Dad tell 
stories!! He loved to talk, was a great conversationalist and very entertaining. He had an incredible mind - his 
knowledge of classical music, movies and European history was phenomenal. Facts came to him in an instant. He was 
sharp as a tack, with a quick wit. He never lost that! 
 
I remember on the occasion of his 80th birthday he said: 
 

“I am 80 years old, feel 20 and look 100”!!! 
___________________________ 

 
The two things that mattered most to Dad were MOM, with whom he spent 52 wonderful years of his life - and 
FAMILY. 
 
What Cathy, Karl and I remember most are the family vacations we had together. No matter how hard times were, 
Dad made sure we went somewhere. When Cathy and I were kids Dad and Mom took us to Sebasco in Maine and also 
trips into New Hampshire and Vermont. Karl was not born until 1963. I went away to university, Cathy got married, 
but dad continued this family vacation with Karl. He enjoyed all the same types of vacations as we did. In later years 
Booth Bay and Rangeley were Mom and Dad’s favourite spots. 

 
What did Dad enjoy doing the most? 

 
He had his movies and music to entertain him during the WINTER months. But he especially looked forward to the 
summer months so he could go golfing and swimming. His favorite spots for swimming were New River Beach and 
Lily Lake. He was always the FIRST one in the water. Cathy’s kids would yell out to dad “How’s the water, 
grandfather”? He would simply reply “WET!! Sometimes he would walk from his apartment at 208 Pitt Street to Lily 
Lake ----- moving like the wind as always. Was he doing this at age 20? At age 30? NO! At age 80!!! 
 
But above all Dad enjoyed playing GAMES ------- backgammon, chess, the card game canasta and YAHTZEE 
 
Whenever my wife Veronica and I would visit or Mom and Dad came out west, the HIGHLIGHT of the visit was 
playing canasta. DAD could hardly wait to finish supper - and then sit down for 2-3 hours of canasta. A couple of 
Manhattans (his favorite drink) BEFORE dinner and maybe a bottle or two of Danish Tøborg beer AFTER dinner - 
obviously helped to make the evening memorable --- to say the least. Of course the BEST fun was listening to the 
choice comments flying across the table while playing cards, especially between Veronica and Dad. 
 
Dad played Yahtzee with Karl mainly. Just like his music and lottery tickets he logged and catalogued EVERY 
SINGLE game of Yahtzee that he played. Of course Karl soundly trounced his butt about 99% of the time.... but that 
didn’t bother dad.... he kept coming back for more and more punishment. 

____________________________________ 
 
As every family member knows Dad had exquisite taste for food and a distinct sense of fashion 
 
He would eat anything --- as long as it was MEAT and POTATOS, CORD FLAKES, ORANGE SHERBET WITH 
CANNED FRUIT COCKTAIL and CHOCOLATE. In the hospital he told the nurses that he was allergic to MUSTARD, 
MAYO and SPICES. Of course he wasn’t -- it was Dad’s way of making sure that none of this appeared on his plate. 
 
In regards to FASHION I don’t know what I can say - respectfully and politely. When Veronica first met dad back in 
1984 she was totally amazed at his fashion sense. We were going out for dinner one night and dad comes out of his 
room all DRESSED UP. I wish I had taken a picture of the expression on Veronica’s face!! Dad stood in the hallway 
READY TO GO! --- dressed in a YELLOW shirt, RED pants, and a SILVER tie!! Needless to say, Dad did not 
make the front page of the fashion magazine!!!!!! 
 



`During the last few years of his life, Dad’s greatest pleasure was his THREE trips to Europe and immersing himself 
in the family history. The trip in 2001 he coined “The Great Adventure”, his first trip back to Denmark and Austria in 
almost thirty years. Mom was there as well as Veronica and me. Unfortunately Mom passed away three months after 
this trip. Despite the loss and the hardship of life without Mom, Dad was determined to go back to Denmark. Mom 
would have wanted this! Dad was proud of his Danish heritage. He wore his Danish pin wherever he went. 
 
He once said: 
 

“I’m proud being a Dane and having Danish blood.  
If I’m NOT proud, I’m still a Dane so I might as well be proud of it”   

 
In the spring of 2003 Dad returned to Denmark once again. His final trip was this past June. He met more relatives 
on these two trips and collected many family stories. And then he started writing and never stopped! 

__________________________________ 
 
I could stand here for hours relating more stories about Dad filled with humorous anecdotes and LOTS of family 
history. That is NOT necessary!! Why? 
 
Dad has done it for us. Here is Dad’s legacy!!!! > To his children, his grandchildren and generations to come. --- 220 
typewritten pages of our family history. Not just facts and dates but fascinating stories of his life ----his time spent 
with Mom and his children and lots of information on the many branches of the BIERMANN family tree -- past and 
present. An INCREDIBLE piece of work and an accomplishment that few can match!! 
 
We cannot turn back the pages of time but the family certainly has many precious memories of Dad. 
 
In closing, I want to quote a simple verse from the first family history book that was presented to Mom and Dad on 
their 50th wedding anniversary. In the dedication to Dad it said: 
 

“NOT EVERY SUCCESSFUL MAN.  
IS A GOOD FATHER. 

BUR EVERY GOOD FATHER IS A  
SUCCESSFUL MAN.”  

THAT says it all! 
 

Thanks for listening. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 I took Dad’s 220 typewritten pages on the family history with me; when I said: “I would like to say a few words 
about Dad”, I held up the book and said: “Don’t worry, this isn’t the speech”. It brought some laughter to set the tone 
and made me feel a bit more relax in order to continue. 
 
 







A Parents Love 
 

 
I gave you life,  

but cannot live it for you. 
 

I can teach you things,  
but I cannot make you learn. 

 
I can give you directions,  

but I cannot be there to lead you. 
 

I can allow you freedom,  
but I cannot account for it. 

 
I can take you to church,  

but I cannot make you believe. 
 

I can teach you right from wrong,  
but I cannot always decide for you. 

 
I can buy you beautiful clothes,  

but I cannot make you beautiful inside. 
 

I can offer you advice,  
but I cannot accept it for you. 

 
I can give you love,  

but I cannot force it upon you. 
 

I can teach you to share,  
but I cannot make you unselfish. 

 
I can teach you respect,  

but I cannot force you to show honor. 
 

I can advise you about friends,  
but cannot choose them for you. 

 
I can tell you the facts of life,  

but I can't build your reputation. 
 

I can tell you about lofty goals,  
but I can't achieve them for you. 

 
I can teach you about kindness,  

but I can't force you to be gracious. 
 

I can warn you about sins,  
but I cannot make you moral. 

 
I can tell you how to live,  

but I cannot give you eternal life. 
 

I can love you with unconditional love all of my 
life . . . and I will!!! 

 
~Author Unknown~ 





 

 

- IN MEMORIAM - 

                                                          

  
                                                        52 years together  

                           
  

Catherine Anne Rosalie Biermann Helmer Biermann 
January 22, 1925 – September 21, 2001 February 15, 1923 – November 27, 2005 

  
  
  

The Next Room 
 

    
 

Death is nothing at all; I have only slipped 
away into the next room. I am I, and you are you. 
What ever we were to each other; that we still are. 

 Call me by my old familiar name, 
speak to me in the easy way which you 

always used. Put no difference in your tone, 
wear no forced air of solemnity or sorrow. 

Laugh as we always laughed at the little jokes 
we enjoyed together. Pray, smile, think of me, 

pray for me. Let my name be the household word 
that it always was. Let it be spoken without effect, 

without the trace of a shadow on it. Life means 
all that it ever meant, It is the same as it ever was; 

there is unbroken continuity, Why should I be 
out of mind because I am out of sight? 

I am waiting for you, for an interval, somewhere 
very near, just round the corner. All is well. 

 
_______ 
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